TRANSACTIONAL COMMUNITY LAWYERING

Alina Ball*

The racial reckoning during the summer of 2020 presented a renewed call to action for movement lawyers committed to collaborating with mobilized clients to advance racial equity and economic justice. During the last thirty years, community lawyering scholarship has made significant interventions into poverty lawyering and provides the theoretical framework for contemporary movement lawyers. Conceptually, community lawyering theory can be implemented in any practice area; however, prevailing narratives and models for community lawyering are based on group advocacy campaigns and, to a lesser extent, individual representation in dispute resolution. Transactional lawyers—who use private ordering to represent business entities as they form, transact, and manage risks—have been largely ignored in community lawyering scholarship, which focuses on governmental policy reform and rights acquisition. As a result, community lawyering scholarship remains inaccessible to many transactional lawyers, who are beginning to form a critical mass in antipoverty representations. Moreover, transactional lawyering theory does not meaningfully address how transactional lawyers can effectively advance social change.

To fill this gap in theory and praxis, community lawyering theory needs to evolve to contemplate and respond to the nuances of transactional lawyering if transactional
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lawyers are to become movement lawyers advancing racial and economic justice. This Article provides the first textured description of “transactional community lawyering”—the intentional application of community lawyering theory into a distinctly transactional practice. It argues that community lawyering theory must evolve to (1) demand structural, not merely cultural, competency; (2) emphasize strategic alliance building to supplement the boundaries of subject matter expertise; and (3) contemplate the impact of digital technologies in expanding community lawyering beyond its traditional geographic limitations in order to integrate transactional lawyers as community lawyers. By so evolving, community lawyering theory would not only better inform antipoverty transactional lawyering but also prepare the next generation of diverse movement lawyers.
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INTRODUCTION

On February 18, 2021, Morrison & Foerster LLP, a prominent global law firm, announced its launch of the “Black Venture Accelerator,” a new pro bono program providing Black entrepreneurs and Black-owned businesses with access to pro bono transactional representation. In announcing the initiative, the firm acknowledged that “Black entrepreneurs have had to confront economic under-inclusion and unfair obstacles to full participation in the economy for too long.” The program aims to realize the firm’s racial justice goals, released in the aftermath of “the senseless deaths of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, and Breonna Taylor, the disproportionate number of people of color who have died of COVID-19, the rise of anti-Asian discrimination and bias related to COVID-19, and the disparate rates of incarceration in this country.” As the world watched two deadly pandemics—racism and COVID-19—ravish Native American,
Black, and Latinx populations, more than three hundred law firms across the country joined Morrison & Foerster LLP in committing to provide antiracist pro bono representation, including on corporate and transactional matters, through the Law Firm Antiracism Alliance. This tidal wave of corporate and transactional lawyers from elite law firms representing minority-owned businesses and businesses operating in

6. The Black Lives Matter 4-Year Anniversary Report states the following:
   We organize because it is a matter of life or death. Our ancestors and movement elders dedicated their lives to organizing because they envisioned a day when their grandchildren could thrive outside the confines of oppression. Organizing is building and leveraging people power in order to disrupt systems that threaten our lives and the lives of others, and to build our own life-affirming systems.

BLACK LIVES MATTER 4-YEAR ANNIVERSARY REPORT (2013), http://blacklivesmatter.com/resources/[http://perma.cc/NQP4-SQNM] (scroll down to “Black Lives Matter 4-Year Anniversary Report,” click “open/download resource”); see also Economic Justice, M4BL, http://m4bl.org/policy-platforms/economic-justice/ [http://perma.cc/342H-DPAX] (last visited Apr. 1, 2022) (“We demand economic justice for all and for a reconstruction of the economy to ensure Black communities have collective ownership, not merely access. This includes: . . . (2) Federal and state job programs that specifically target the most economically marginalized Black people, and compensation for those involved in the care economy. Job programs must provide a living wage and encourage support for local workers centers, unions, and Black-owned businesses which are accountable to the community. (3) A right to restored land, clean air, clean water and housing and an end to the exploitative privatization of natural resources — including land and water. We seek democratic control over how resources are preserved, used and distributed and do so while honoring and respecting the rights of our indigenous family.”).


low-income communities of color invites an examination of antipoverty, antiracist transactional lawyering initiatives.\textsuperscript{10}

Progressive legal scholarship rarely acknowledges transactional lawyers, and instead focuses on litigators and policy advocates addressing acute racial and social injustices. While not often considered acute redress,\textsuperscript{11} transactional representation is central to institution building, and thus necessary for sustained social change.\textsuperscript{12} Transactional lawyers utilizing their expertise to structure transactions and draft deal documents to facilitate economic activity could have a significant positive impact in low-income communities because transactional lawyers possess the technical skills to leverage consolidated capital resources and support microbusinesses owned by underrepresented entrepreneurs.

History teaches, however, that most iterations of antipoverty lawyering do not produce lofty social change goals.\textsuperscript{13} Community lawyering,\textsuperscript{14} the dominant paradigm in antipoverty lawyering scholarship,\textsuperscript{15} is a well theorized model of social change lawyering

\begin{itemize}
  \item[10.] Gerald P. López, \textit{Reconceiving Civil Rights Practice: Seven Weeks in the Life of a Rebellious Collaboration}, 77 GEO. L.J. 1603, 1604 (1989) [hereinafter López, \textit{Seven Weeks}] ("The practice of law in the modern fight for social change demands special scrutiny.").
  \item[14.] See Karen Tokarz, Nancy L. Cook, Susan Brooks & Brenda Bratton Blom, \textit{Conversations on “Community Lawyering”: The Newest (Oldest) Wave in Clinical Legal Education}, 28 WASH. U. J. L. & POL’Y 359, 364 (2008) [hereinafter Tokarz et al., \textit{The Newest (Oldest) Wave}] ("[C]ommunity lawyering is an approach to the practice of law and to clinical legal education that centers on building and sustaining relationships with clients, over time, in context, as a part of and in conjunction with communities. It [also] incorporates a respect for clients that empowers them and assists them in the larger economic, political, and social contexts of their lives, beyond their immediate legal problems."); see also Muneer I. Ahmad, \textit{Interpreting Communities: Lawyering Across Language Difference}, 54 UCLA L. REV. 999 (2007).
  \item[15.] Poverty lawyering refers to the practice of law to help alleviate, and ultimately eliminate, poverty and its negative effects within neighborhoods, communities, and societies. Poverty lawyering was recognized as a distinct practice in the 1960s when the Johnson administration increased government assistance amid the growing need for lawyers to facilitate these services for poor and low-income individuals and families. Contemporary poverty lawyering is understood to include a wide range of legal services for low-income people such as civil rights litigation, employment litigation, housing, etc. See Marc Feldman, \textit{Political Lessons: Legal Services for the Poor}, 83 GEO. L.J. 1529, 1529 (1995) (explaining that for many years there were two primary practices among poverty lawyers: individual service cases and impact cases); see also Lucie E. White,
grounded in critical race theory, feminist legal theory, and narrative theory. The intervention of community lawyering theory has been impactful because antipoverty lawyering, when not informed by critical legal theory, consistently functions to ultimately reproduce marginalization and subordination of clients and communities.

Professor Gerald P. López’s seminal book, Rebellious Lawyering: One Chicano’s Vision of Progressive Law Practice, pioneered scholarship in understanding how community lawyering should function in practice, not merely theory. A flurry of legal scholarship in the 1990s and early 2000s continued to refine and develop the theory of community lawyering in the context of civil litigation, impact litigation, immigration, workers’ rights, criminal defense, and policy advocacy, to name a few areas.

Community lawyering theory has proven powerful because of its unique capacity to unite progressive, antisubordination lawyers across subject matters and client populations. As progressive lawyers have explored new practice areas for advancing equity and access to justice, scholars have continued to adapt to evolving client needs and integrate community lawyering theory into various practice areas.


16. Angelo N. Ancheta, Community Lawyering, 81 CALIF. L. REV. 1363, 1364 (1993) (describing the progressive “legal theories [that] have focused on transforming law and lawyering to address the problems of the poor, people of color, immigrants, women, [the LGBTQIA community], the disabled, the elderly and other subordinated groups”).


19. Lucie White, Paradox, Piece-Work, and Patience, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 853, 854 (1992) (“Gerald López was one of the first writers to seek a new approach to change-focused advocacy, in his ‘rebellious’ alternative to the ‘regnant,’ or dominant, approach to poverty law.”); see also Symposium, Rebellious Lawyering at 25, 23 CLINICAL L. REV. 1 (2016).


21. See López, Seven Weeks, supra note 10, at 1608 (explaining that antisubordination addresses the root problems that produce the symptoms of poverty and that antisubordination lawyering requires that “lawyers must know how to work with, not just on behalf of, subordinated people”); Paul R. Tremblay, Rebellious Lawyering, Regnant Lawyering, and Street-Level Bureaucracy, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 947, 953 (1992) [hereinafter Tremblay, Regnant Lawyering] (explaining that antisubordination lawyers “will encourage clients to organize, to connect, and to work for power and change extrasystemically as well as intrasystemically”).


23. Id.
Nearly thirty years after the groundbreaking publication of *Rebellious Lawyering* and in anticipation of its reprint,²⁴ the marginalization of transactional lawyers in community lawyering scholarship remains.²⁵ The vast majority of the canon of community lawyering scholarship has focused on group advocacy and litigation-based practices.²⁶ While one can hypothesize that the concept of community lawyering could be applied to any legal practice area, the preeminent narratives and models²⁷ of community lawyers are of litigators and policy advocates representing individuals and groups.²⁸ Transactional lawyers—who use private ordering²⁹ to represent business entities as they form, transact, and manage risks—continue to be largely ignored in community lawyering scholarship, which focuses on governmental policy reform and rights acquisition.

As a result, antipoverty transactional lawyering remains underexplored and undertheorized, and most community lawyering scholarship is inaccessible to transactional lawyers because it does not adequately address the nuances of corporate or transactional practice. Given the recent influx of transactional lawyers into the poverty law sphere³⁰ and the continued need of private ordering representation in low-income communities of color,³¹ this Article is a timely examination of community lawyering that argues for greater recognition of transactional lawyering in antisubordination work.³²

---


²⁵. But see *infra* Part I.C. for a discussion of community economic development literature.


²⁹. The term “private ordering” is used to describe the contracting, transacting, and extraregulatory organizing and structuring of rights, responsibilities, and obligations among private actors including, but not limited to, corporate governance practices within firms. See Jill E. Fisch, *Governance by Contract: The Implications for Corporate Bylaws*, 106 CALIF. L. REV. 373, 374, 378 (2018) ("The development of firm-specific governance terms has come to be known as private ordering."); D. Gordon Smith, Matthew Wright & Marcus Kai Hintze, *Private Ordering with Shareholder Bylaws*, 80 FORDHAM L. REV. 125, 127 n.12 (2011) ("Consistent with the most common usage in corporate law scholarship, we use the term ‘private ordering’ as a near synonym for ‘contracting’ or ‘transacting.’"); Steven L. Schwarz, *Private Ordering*, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 319, 321 (2002) ("Traditional private ordering derives legitimacy from costly procedural safeguards—essentially the same as those protecting the legitimacy of administrative agency rulemaking—designed to ensure fair process and reasoned decisionmaking by the private actor.").

³⁰. See *infra* Part II.B.

³¹. Thomas W. Mitchell, *Growing Inequity and Racial Economic Gaps*, 56 HOWARD L.J. 849, 879–81 (2013) (recognizing that while “law will not play the largest role or perhaps even a central role in efforts to promote more economic equality . . . there is an important role for lawyers and legal institutions . . . to increase economic opportunities for millions of Americans”).

³². The term “antisubordination transactional lawyers” describes transactional lawyers working towards antisubordination. See *supra* note 21 and accompanying text. Like poverty lawyering, antisubordination
In addition to the growing number of pro bono business lawyers, the burgeoning social entrepreneurship sector and the increase in business law clinics also create new demand for antipoverty transactional lawyers. Social enterprises—businesses using market-based strategies to achieve a social mission or environmental purpose—often prioritize antipoverty objectives. Social enterprise clients need transactional lawyers who can advise them on how a transaction or contractual provision will affect their antipoverty business purpose. Almost every accredited law school in the country operates at least one business law clinic, many explicitly serving low-income entrepreneurs and microbusinesses. Yet in each of these iterations—pro bono business lawyers, social enterprise lawyers, and business law clinicians—there exists no dominant lawyering theory for how antipoverty transactional lawyers can achieve social change goals. Moreover, given the lack of conventional incentives and measurements of lawyer performance—which are tied to case budgets, holdback fees, bonuses, and compensation—a harmonized antipoverty transactional lawyering theory would increase lawyer efficacy.

Lawyering articulates the unifying goal. Community lawyering articulates the unifying means of conducting antipoverty work. I recognize that just as not all antisubordination lawyers are self-identified community lawyers, there are likely transactional lawyers working against subordination who do not self-identify as community lawyers. A goal of this Article is to suggest a means for antisubordination transactional lawyering under the theoretical framework of community lawyering. Antisubordination transactional lawyering attempts to resolve the root causes of poverty and indignity, such as wealth inequality, through equity ownership, preventing displacement from gentrification through homeownership, facilitating nonexploitative access to capital through fair lending instruments, structuring alternative mechanisms to pool community resources, etc.


36. See Gouvin, supra note 35, at 56 (“Business clinics in general focus their efforts on clients who are not otherwise being served, so that can avoid the charge that they are taking paying clients away from working lawyers.”).

37. See Arthur Kinoy, Rights on Trial: The Odyssey of a People’s Lawyer 57 (1983) (“The test of success for a people’s lawyer is not always the technical winning or losing of the formal proceeding. Again and again, the real test was the impact of the legal activities on the morale and understanding of the people involved in the struggle. To the degree that the legal work helped to develop a sense of strength, an ability to fight back, it was successful. This could even be achieved without reaching the objective of formal victory.”).

The objective of this Article is to legitimize and articulate what I describe as “transactional community lawyering”—the intentional incorporation of community lawyering theory into a distinctly transactional practice. Without a theoretical framework of community lawyering that contemplates transactional lawyering, antipoverty transactional lawyers are likely to practice “regnant lawyering,” well-intentioned lawyering that reinforces subordination in marginalized communities. Or transactional lawyers will deduce there is no space for their technical expertise within social justice movements. Both of these options are to the peril of advancing social justice. To achieve racial and economic justice, marginalized populations need access to self-reflective lawyers using private ordering expertise to facilitate economic activity and leverage financial resources.

Section I of this Article demonstrates how the canon of community lawyering scholarship fails to address transactional lawyering. This includes, in roughly chronological order, the scholarship’s significant theoretical interventions of client-centered lawyering, rebellious lawyering, and movement lawyering. Historically, transactional lawyers have been irrelevant or ignored in community lawyering scholarship because the majority of antipoverty and antiracist lawyering has focused first on acquiring substantive and procedural rights, and then shifted to facilitating community power-building through local advocacy campaigns and policy reforms.

With substantial legal rights and policy reforms obtained, Section II recognizes that the next wave of social justice lawyers will need to include private ordering attorneys to form and advise alternative institutions that social movements need to sustain and propel

39. Another term for transactional community lawyering could be transactional community economic development (or transactional CED) lawyering. However, I use the term transactional community lawyering because it invites antipoverty transactional lawyers to connect with the broader network of community lawyers and scholars. See Paul R. Tremblay, Social Justice Implications for “Retail” CED, 27 J. AFFORDABLE HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEV. L. 503, 504 (2019) (defining the terms “retail” CED and transactional CED as “transactional work performed for businesses or social enterprises that need it to survive or succeed”); Michael Haber, CED After #OWS: From Community Economic Development to Anti-Authoritarian Community Counter-Institutions, 43 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 295, 373 (positing the term may be broader than CED, “like transactional social change lawyers”).

40. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 23–24 (defining “regnant lawyering” as dominating clients where lawyers consider themselves the preeminent problem solvers in addressing society’s injustices).


43. White, supra note 19, at 859 (“[W]e lawyers cannot ‘empower’ impoverished communities by fitting clients into our own strategic or theoretical schemes.”).

44. See GENNA RAE MCNEIL, GROUNDWORK: CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON AND THE STRUGGLE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS 71 (1983) (quoting Charles Hamilton Houston, “Personal Observations on the Summary of Studies in Legal Education as Applied to the Howard University School of Law” (May 28, 1929) (“[T]he Negro lawyer must be trained as a social engineer and group interpreter. . . . Moreover, he must act as] business adviser . . . for the protection of the scattered resources possessed or controlled by the group. . . . He must provide more ways and means for holding within the group the income now flowing through it.”));

45. See CUMMINGS, AN EQUAL PLACE, supra note 26 (discussing the evolution from the Warren Court-era lawyering to movement lawyering within communities for local level policy reforms).
systemic change\(^{46}\) against retrenchment.\(^{47}\) That Section applies the core principles of community lawyering to transactional representation, thus concretizing a theoretical approach to antisubordination transactional lawyering. The Article then explores three current examples of antipoverty transactional lawyering—pro bono business law programs, social enterprise lawyering, and business law clinics—where applying the tenets of community lawyering would institutionalize an antisubordination framework to help sustain social change.

Section III provides a robust narrative description of transactional community lawyering. As the struggle for safe drinking water in California illustrates,\(^{48}\) rights and power are not synonymous.\(^{49}\) Almost a decade after California’s history-making recognition of the human right to water,\(^{50}\) many communities of color in rural California still lack safe drinking water.\(^{51}\) To sustain the power necessary to transform the right to safe drinking water into a reality, low-income communities of color need alternative institutions that disrupt structural inequalities and operate equitable water infrastructures.

46. See Kate Andrias & Benjamin I. Sachs, Constructing Countervailing Power: Law and Organizing in an Era of Political Inequality, 130 YALE L.J. 546, 564 (2021) (“Progressive era intellectuals, writing against the background of a political economy with significant parallels to today’s, understood that working people’s organizations could redistribute power over political decisionmaking and thereby could ensure a more egalitarian political economy.”).


49. See Paul D. Butler, Poor People Lose: Gideon and the Critique of Rights, 122 YALE L.J. 2176, 2178 (2013).


51. Camille Pannu, Bridging the Safe Drinking Water Gap for California’s Rural Poor, 24 HASTINGS ENV’T L.J. 253, 255 (2018) (explaining “[t]he majority of those Californians [still lacking access to clean, safe, and affordable drinking water] are Latinx and live in disadvantaged unincorporated communities (DUCs) throughout the state’s rural agricultural belts.”); Matthew McKeary, Water, Water Everywhere? Establishing a Public Trust in Groundwater To Address Agricultural Pollution in California, 43 ENVIRONS ENV’T L. POL’Y 163, 166 (2020) (“In short, poor communities and communities of color in the [San Joaquin] Valley have disproportionately suffered from lack of clean water. In this way, California’s clean water crisis slots into the larger discussion of socioeconomic and racial inequality raised in numerous other contexts by the environmental justice movement.”); Unsafe Water More Common in Communities of Color, NRDC (Jan. 22, 2021), http://www.nrdc.org/stories/unsafe-water-more-common-communities-color [http://perma.cc/VMW7-S8GL] (“Our analysis found that a number of communities shouldered a heavier burden: communities of color, low-income communities, and communities that don’t have access to adequate housing and transportation options.”).
In other words, these “disadvantaged communities” need access to transactional community lawyers who will represent their interests in creating and advising alternative water institutions and companies.

This narrative description is an epistemic source for community lawyering theory. By exploring the transactional representation of a housing cooperative for low-income farmworker families in the Salinas Valley who are fighting for safe drinking water, one recognizes current shortcomings in community lawyering theory that should be addressed. Specifically, community lawyering theory can learn from antisubordination transactional lawyers in how to (1) integrate an understanding of not merely cultural competency but “structural competency,” (2) identify strategic partners as complements to the lawyer’s subject matter expertise boundaries, and (3) utilize digital technologies to expand community lawyering beyond its traditional geographic limitations. Ultimately, the Article concludes by calling for an evolved community lawyering framework that explicitly acknowledges transactional lawyers as they embark on their quest for racial equity and economic justice with “the rebellious idea of lawyering against subordination.”

I. THE EXCLUSION OF TRANSACTIONAL LAWYERING IN COMMUNITY LAWYERING THEORY

For all their decency, antipoverty attorneys often fail to achieve their own social change aspirations. Community lawyering provides a theoretical intervention into poverty lawyering practices to align client representations with antisubordination. Community lawyers often represent groups in policy advocacy; engage in direct-service representation of individuals in cases of civil litigation, criminal law, family law, or immigration law; or provide community legal education. Although community lawyering practices currently exist across a wide variety of practice areas, community lawyering scholarship has historically emphasized individual representation and, more recently, supported social movements through group advocacy. Transactional lawyers have been largely ignored in community lawyering scholarship because the vast majority of antipoverty lawyering focuses on obtaining substantive and procedural rights under

52. The term “disadvantaged communities” is defined by the California Department of Water Resources as any community where median household income is below eighty percent of the statewide median household income. Many communities without access to safe drinking water are “severely disadvantaged communities,” below sixty percent state median. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE ANN. § 75005(g) (West 2006).

53. See Jonathan M. Metzl & Helena Hansen, Structural Competency: Theorizing a New Medical Engagement with Stigma and Inequality, 103 SOC. SCI. MED. 126, 127 (2014) (distinguishing structural competency from cultural competency in the former’s recognition that “variables as race, class, gender, and ethnicity are shaped both by the interactions of two persons in a room, and by the larger structural contexts in which their interactions take place”).

54. López, Seven Weeks, supra note 10, at 1608.

55. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 189–90.


federal law and facilitating community power for local advocacy campaigns and policy reforms.

A unifying theme of community lawyering is “a realization that meaningful systemic change cannot result” from a “representation of poor and working people [that] has been individualized, atomized, depoliticized and divorced from any leadership by real organized constituencies with their own substantive and political goals.” Thus, community lawyers seek to engage in long-term representations of clients whose resolved legal issues could engender fundamental change for larger constituencies and not merely the individual clients. Moreover, “[c]ommunity lawyering is a model for challenging racial ideologies and empowering both a subordinated community and specific individuals within that community.” As marginalized communities and individuals increasingly turn to enterprise and institutional solutions to economic, racial, and environmental issues, transactional lawyers are necessary to advance equity and close the access-to-wealth gap. Community lawyering theorists should therefore recognize the unique contributions of transactional community lawyering.

A. Community Lawyering: Chronological Interventions

Poverty lawyers were not a new phenomenon in the 1980s when progressive scholars began to scrutinize their work. In fact, documented evidence of poverty lawyering in America dates to the late 1800s. But the growth of legal aid organizations in the 1960s, made possible in part by federal funding and the raised social consciousness of law students, ushered in the first mass wave of poverty lawyers entering public interest careers. These “cause lawyers” worked full-time, employed by

59. See id. at 1654 (summarizing contemporary movement lawyering as “a turn away from the vision of lawyering associated with the ‘rights revolution’ of the Warren Court era, which is linked in the scholarly literature to the idea of legal liberalism”).

60. See id.; CUMMINGS, AN EQUAL PLACE, supra note 26.


62. See id. at 385 (“Community lawyering can assist fundamental and long-term change only through supporting grassroots organizing in all its aspects—community education, organizational development, and leadership development. . . . [W]e strongly believe that there is a role for lawyers in social justice movements and we try to develop practices which incorporate that role.”).

63. Ancheta, supra note 16, at 1389.


66. LAURA KALMAN, YALE LAW SCHOOL AND THE SIXTIES: REVOLT AND REVERBERATIONS 12 (2005) (“At all [law] schools, ‘students were becoming openly hostile to legal education, especially to the case and Socratic methods.’ At the same time, over the decade between 1960 and 1970, entrants ‘became increasingly liberal or radical,’ and their interest in public interest law increased dramatically.”).

legal aid organizations and poverty law firms, to provide antipoverty lawyering and justice advocacy.68

The development of “community lawyering” should be understood as an evolution of the poverty lawyering of the 1960s and 1970s.69 “Many of the lawyers working in these [legal aid offices] were young, eager, idealistic but inexperienced. Given the tremendous case load, cases were often handled in a quick, routinized manner.”70 The first generation of poverty attorneys were also predominantly white attorneys coming into communities they did not understand,71 trying to resolve social issues that they did not fully comprehend.72 The representation model was that clients would tell the poverty lawyers their problems and the attorneys would tell the clients how to fix the legal aspects of the problems.73 In the urgency to address acute, previously unmet needs, there was no unifying theory to inform this brand of poverty lawyering within low-income communities. This form of well-intentioned yet untheorized poverty lawyering is what López coins as “regnant lawyering.”74

Legal scholarship that began to crescendo in the late 1980s and coalesced in the 1990s provided the foundations of a theory of “progressive lawyering” to replace regnant, poverty lawyering.75 Most of these legal scholars were former practicing poverty lawyers who maintained close connections with low-income communities of color through years of practice.76 These scholars began not only to articulate the deficiencies of this regnant practice for the next generation of poverty lawyers but also to create the theoretical basis for antisubordination lawyering.77 The dominant lawyering theory that took form out of this process is broadly referred to in the relevant literature as “community lawyering.”78

lawyering encompasses various law-related activities, from rights assertion to legal counseling, that relies on law-related means to achieve social justice for individuals and subordinated or disadvantaged groups. Whether representing individuals or groups, cause-oriented poverty lawyers often adopt an orientation of antisubordination advocacy.”).

69. Shauna I. Marshall, Mission Impossible?: Ethical Community Lawyering, 7 CLINICAL L. REV. 147, 154 (2000); REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 1.
70. Marshall, supra note 69, at 155.
71. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 1–2 (“Sometimes, they didn’t seem to know very much at all about the local, statewide, and regional institutions with which we presumed they might regularly deal—about the obviously relevant neighborhood organizations and social service agencies.”).
73. See Tremblay, Regnant Lawyering, supra note 21, at 952 (“Lawyers see clients as persons to be helped, as powerless persons who need to have problems solved through the intervention of the lawyer and her skills. Even if the result of such intervention were good for the client’s material existence, that gain might come at the expense of the client’s sense of control over her life, her self-esteem, her power.”).
74. See López, Seven Weeks, supra note 10, at 1609–10.
76. See id.
77. See id. at 365 (“Community lawyering scholarship is rooted in the pioneering work of Gary Bellow and the later writing on progressive lawyering of Gerald López and Lucie White.”).
78. See Ascanio Piomelli, Appreciating Collaborative Lawyering, 6 CLINICAL L. REV. 427, 441 (2000) (summarizing the various lawyering theories for poverty lawyering including “critical lawyering theory,” “new
Community lawyering can be understood as the practice of working collaboratively with clients to share power in the working relationship and combine knowledge not only to solve acute, individual problems but ultimately to advance collective social change. A summary of key foci within the evolution of community lawyering scholarship is explained in more detail in the following Parts: client-centered lawyering, rebellious lawyering, and movement lawyering. These foci are not synonymous with one another, as each intervention is distinct from the previous. However, contemporary use of the umbrella term “community lawyering” is broadly understood to encompass and build on these distinct concepts in the aggregate.

1. Client-Centered Lawyering

In part because of the high volume of cases the conventional poverty lawyer may have to take on, the lawyer may rely on routine methods of resolving the perceived legal issue as opposed to investigating which circumstances and outcomes are most salient for each individual client. Community lawyering theorists argue the need for “client-based empowerment strategies.” Thus, a significant intervention of community lawyering is the location of the client’s knowledge, decisionmaking, and empowerment at the center of the representation. The term “client-centered lawyering” is used to describe this lawyering theory. The first model for client-centered lawyering was pioneered by clinical law professors David Binder and Susan Price in their 1977 text, Legal Interviewing and Counseling: A Client-Centered Approach, which had a distinct and “extraordinary influence of the model within clinical education circles.”

Client-centered lawyering rests on two theories: (1) that the client has access to facts and information that the lawyer does not; and (2) that the client has to live with the outcome of the matter and, thus, needs to be satisfied with the strategy development that will lead to that outcome. In contrast, “the traditional legal counseling model assumes that clients should be passive and delegate decisionmaking responsibility to their lawyers . . . and that professional problems tend to call for technical solutions beyond the ken of laypersons.” Community lawyers are committed to placing their client’s decisionmaking at the center of the lawyering strategy. In other words, the client is...
encouraged to be an active participant in the attorney-client relationship. Quite literally, the objective is to remove the centrality of the attorney and supplant the perception that only the attorney can resolve the issue. The subarguments used in support of client-centered lawyering include “the philosophical argument, which sees client-centeredness as enhancing individual client autonomy; the political argument, which views the development of client-centeredness as a means of empowering economically and politically disadvantaged clients; . . . and the argument that client-centeredness produces better results for clients.”

One of the fundamental issues that client-centered lawyering aspires to address is the tendency for lawyers to dominate the attorney-client relationship. Client-centeredness requires the lawyer not only to consider what they might otherwise deem irrelevant information but also to listen fully and patiently in an effort to understand the nature of the client’s problem and start on the path towards the client resolving that issue. In doing so, the client-centered lawyer can increase the client’s participation in decisionmaking and problem solving. The client-centered approach should not, in theory, prevent the attorney from providing the client with guidance and counseling. It may, however, restrain the attorney from providing an opinion or proposed solution before the client relationship is fully formed so as not to chill the development of the client’s participation in the problem-solving process. This commitment challenges traditional lawyering practices by asking the attorney to think critically before interjecting or directing the representation.

Community lawyering theory diverges from early iterations of client-centered lawyering scholarship in that the latter’s “primary focus[] was on the individual lawyer-client relationship and the effective resolution of a particular case or transaction.” Community lawyering theory, on the other hand, envisions the lawyer’s role outside of a distinct client matter and as part of a larger movement of social change. Thus, while community lawyering incorporates many of the skills and techniques

and implementation of the solutions to their problems. . . . At a very fundamental level, poverty lawyers have to learn to listen to their clients.

86. See Ancheta, supra note 16, at 1371 (“The task of lawyer and client is to determine what the client needs and wants, and to see if the client or others can help make the change.”).
87. Dinerstein, supra note 81, at 512.
88. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 102 (“Lawyers dominate non-profit law offices pretty naturally, as part of the raw power most come to exercise as an aspect of who they are and what they do.”).
89. See id. at 109–11.
90. See Dinerstein, supra note 81, at 504 (“The client-centered or participatory model of counseling, with the client empowered to make decisions for him or herself, is a response to this traditional model.”).
91. See id. at 505 (“They see the strict client-centered lawyer’s reticence towards his client—his unwillingness even to suggest what the client ought to do for fear that he will unduly influence the client’s choice—as denying guidance to the clients that need it most. And if, as some argue, one goal of the counseling process is to foster an often contentious dialogue between lawyer and client, the client-centered lawyer’s excessive deference to her client denies important dialogic opportunities and results in an unnecessarily impoverished decisionmaking process.”).
92. See Ancheta, supra note 16, at 1363.
94. See id. at 299–301.
discussed in client-centered lawyering scholarship, the two are not interchangeable.\textsuperscript{95} Client-centered lawyering is informative for community lawyering because the architects of client-centeredness disproportionately represent low-income and other marginalized clients. However, client-centeredness divorced from community lawyering theory can easily become problematic.\textsuperscript{96} Thus, community lawyering theorists temper asocial client autonomy by contextualizing their client representations within the objectives of larger social movements.\textsuperscript{97}

2. \textbf{Rebellious Lawyering}

López further explores the relational distance between the client and attorney in his critique of regnant lawyering. Rebellious lawyering is "the process of empowering client communities through advocacy and education."\textsuperscript{98} López’s seminal work reimagines the role of lawyering from within low-income communities\textsuperscript{99} and presents "richly textured portrayals\textsuperscript{100} of lawyering based upon the collaboration of lawyers, clients, and the communities in which they live." Rebellious lawyering issued a challenge to poverty lawyers to use the law for empowerment of subordinated and marginalized individuals, which was a catalyst to the community lawyering revolution in poverty lawyering.\textsuperscript{101} "The underlying theory (or implication) of social change was that poor people could transform communities and entrenched legal systems through their assertions of power against bureaucrats and lawyers."\textsuperscript{102}

Using narrative theory, López exposed the interactions between lawyers and clients through a series of vignettes and then theorized best lawyering practices for poverty lawyers in low-income communities of color.\textsuperscript{103} The fact that López focused on lawyering instead of the theory of law was itself revolutionary,\textsuperscript{104} as few legal scholars write directly to attorneys involved in the struggle of social justice work.\textsuperscript{105} His rebellious

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{95} See \textit{Rebellious Lawyering}, \textit{supra} note 18, at 296–302; see also Piomelli, \textit{Rebellious Heroes}, \textit{supra} note 93.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{96} See Robert A. Kagan & Robert Eli Rosen, \textit{On the Social Significance of Large Law Firm Practice}, 37 \textit{STAN. L. REV.} 399, 418–19 (1985) (describing how an outside corporate lawyer can operate as “a cynical manipulator of the tools made available by a complex legal system” and how the lawyer “takes advantage of the forms and the letter of the law rather than the spirit or intent, to maximize his client’s narrowly defined and essentially asocial goals”).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{98} Ancheta, \textit{supra} note 16, at 1365.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{100} Ancheta, \textit{supra} note 16, at 1365.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{101} See \textit{Rebellious Lawyering}, \textit{supra} note 18, at 28.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{102} Ashar, \textit{supra} note 13, at 1906.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{103} \textit{Rebellious Lawyering}, \textit{supra} note 18, at 164 (“[W]hile each non-profit law office in the country bears the imprint of its own peculiar dramatic tension, all are struggling in some way over exactly how to define their work and their place in the fights that originally gave birth to (and likely still sustain) their very existence.”).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{104} See Ancheta, \textit{supra} note 16, at 1366–67.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{105} A relatively limited amount of legal scholarship is about the practice of law. See Harry T. Edwards, \textit{The Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession}, 91 \textit{MICH. L. REV.} 34, 35 (1992) (arguing “judges, administrators, legislators, and practitioners have little use for much of the scholarship that is now produced by members of the academy”). Even clinical professors are often writing on doctrine, jurisprudence, or legal education. See Richard A. Boswell, \textit{Keeping the Practice in Clinical Education and
vision was for lawyers to shed their traditional role as learned advisor to instead partner with clients in problem-solving that not only addresses the mere surface symptoms of oppression but also fundamentally brings to an end the causes of subordination.106

Clients of color were placed as the leads in López’s lawyering narratives as opposed to supporting characters.107 His repositioning of low-income clients of color is a distinguishing factor of “rebellious lawyering,” while its antonym, “regnant lawyering,” perpetuates the marginalization of subordinated clients in antipoverty lawyering.

As employed by Gerald López, [regnant lawyering] describes that strain of legal activity characteristic of liberal and progressive lawyers who care about social justice, but who are too enmeshed in their law oriented environment to perceive its limitations and harms. . . . Indeed, regnant lawyering may be perversely dangerous precisely because it is benign and well-intentioned. Its impact upon dependent clients is harder to resist because the subordination happens in a supportive and caring context, and the perpetrator of the subordination is one who the client views as a helper or a champion.108

López described the regnant lawyer as one who enters a subordinated community resigned to the idea that there is only so much that can be accomplished for the client and that the lawyer is the most informed individual to make the decisions about what those boundaries are.109 López makes it clear that all lawyers risk regnant lawyering because they are often hired for a discrete purpose as the trained problem solvers in the situation.110 Thus, lawyers from all backgrounds can easily slip into the dominant role of leading the process of finding the solution.111 The regnant-rebellious dichotomy is analyzed both in terms of the lawyer’s practice and the lawyer’s relationship with the client and local community.

López’s rebellious lawyers, by contrast, are deeply rooted in the communities in which they live and work. They collaborate with other service agencies and with the clients themselves; they try to educate members of the community about their rights; they explore the possibilities of change and continually reexamine their own work in order to help their clients best. Rebellious lawyering thus redefines the lawyer-client relationship as a cooperative partnership in which knowledge and power are shared, rejecting a relationship limited to an active professional working on behalf of the passive, relatively powerless layperson.112

Scholarship, 43 HASTINGS. L.J. 1187, 1190–94 (1992) ("Ironically, clinical scholarship is rarely written for those actively engaged in the practice of law or those actively working on behalf of the underrepresented. . . . A more morally emphatic, living scholarship is needed to fill the gap between theory and practice.").

108. Tremblay, Regnant Lawyering, supra note 21, at 953.
109. REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 23–24.
110. Id. at 24–25.
111. See Tremblay, Regnant Lawyering, supra note 21, at 951 (“Most lawyers dominate lawyer-client interactions with their expertise in technical matters, their use of mysterious legal language, their depersonalization of disputes, and their greater perceived importance.”).
The central theme of rebellious lawyering is working collaboratively with clients towards antisubordination goals that further empower both the client and their broader marginalized community.\textsuperscript{113}

3. Movement Lawyering

Movement lawyers,\textsuperscript{114} who are primarily identified as policy advocates, constitute the second wave of community lawyers.\textsuperscript{115} They achieve social change by working alongside coalitions of organized, marginalized clients to build clients’ power.\textsuperscript{116} The broader objective of community lawyering is to change the legal and institutional constructions that create and perpetuate poverty and other forms of subordination.\textsuperscript{117} The experience of poverty in the United States extends beyond the lack of economic resources and is one of relational, financial, political, educational, and environmental powerlessness and marginalization.\textsuperscript{118} Because racism is a root cause of the experience of poverty and powerlessness,\textsuperscript{119} movement lawyers often work alongside communities of color.\textsuperscript{120} Movement lawyering centralizes the grassroots movement of marginalized

\textsuperscript{113} See \textit{id.} at 1388–89.

\textsuperscript{114} In earlier iterations of the relevant scholarship, the terms “cause lawyering” and “political lawyering” are often used. See \textsc{Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold}, \textsc{Cause Lawyering: Political Commitments and Professional Responsibilities} 37 (1998) (describing cause lawyering as “any activity that seeks to use law-related means or seeks to change laws or regulations to achieve greater social justice—both for particular individuals (drawing on individualistic ‘helping’ orientations) and for disadvantaged groups”); Bellow, supra note 78, at 309 (“Political lawyering, or whatever we choose to call it, simply describes a medium through which some of us with law training chose to respond to the need for change in an unjust world.”); Martha Minow, \textit{Political Lawyering: An Introduction}, 31 \textsc{Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev.} 287, 289 (1996) (summarizing “political lawyering” as “deliberate efforts to use law to change society or to alter allocations of power”).

\textsuperscript{115} See \textsc{Cummings, An Equal Place}, supra note 26, at 1.

\textsuperscript{116} See Cummings, \textsc{Movement Lawyering}, supra note 58, at 1689 (emphasizing two key features of movement lawyering as “the representation of mobilized clients and the use of integrated advocacy”); Betty Hung, \textit{Movement Lawyering as Rebellious Lawyering: Advocating with Humility, Love and Course}, 23 \textsc{Clinical L. Rev.} 663, 664 (2017) (defining movement lawyering as “[l]awyering that supports and advances social movements, defined as the building and exercise of collective power, led by the most directly impacted, to achieve systemic institutional and cultural change”).

\textsuperscript{117} See López, \textit{Seven Weeks}, supra note 10, at 1608 (“In short, the rebellious idea of lawyering demands that lawyers (and those with whom they work) nurture sensibilities and skills compatible with a collective fight for social change.”); \textsc{Cause Lawyers and Social Movements} 10 (Austin Sarat & Stuart A. Scheingold eds., 2006).

\textsuperscript{118} See Calmore, supra note 67, at 1944, 1947.

\textsuperscript{119} See Scott Seider, Shelby Clark, Daren Graves, Lauren Leigh Kelly, Madora Soutter, Aaliyah El-Amin & Pauline Jennett, \textit{Black and Latinx Adolescents’ Developing Beliefs About Poverty and Associations With Their Awareness of Racism}, 55 \textsc{Dev. Psych.} 509, 509 (2019) (“Interpersonal and structural forms of racism contribute to a system of economic stratification in the United States in which children of color are disproportionately likely to be born into poverty and to remain poor as adults.”).

\textsuperscript{120} See, e.g., Alexi Nunn Freeman & Jim Freeman, \textit{It’s About Power, Not Policy: Movement Lawyering for Large-Scale Social Change}, 23 \textsc{Clinical L. Rev.} 147, 164 (2016) (describing a movement “built from the ground up and led by the low-income communities of color that were most affected by zero tolerance and the school-to-prison pipeline”); Anthony V. Alfieri, \textit{Faith in Community: Representing “Colored Town”, 95 Cal. L. Rev. 1829, 1832 (2007) (presenting three case studies of “race-conscious community lawyering”).
client coalitions in determining how to advance social change.\textsuperscript{121} The ethos of movement lawyering is recognizing that “it is organized movements of people, allied with lawyers and other activists, speaking truth to power that changes law; [and] that changing law is just one step in the never-ending struggle to shift power in favor of those who lack it.”\textsuperscript{122}

In contrast to movement lawyering, traditional poverty lawyering fails to consistently centralize advancing social change.\textsuperscript{123} Early iterations of poverty lawyering focused on individual representation instead of systemic reform.\textsuperscript{124} Moreover, social change and movements often occur outside of the work of legal advocates. In fact, poverty lawyers can at times be at odds with social movements.\textsuperscript{125} Thus, a growing segment of social justice scholarship examines the importance of social movements and the lawyers that support them.\textsuperscript{126}

B. Critical Legal Theory in Practice

Community lawyering theory is informed by critical legal theory—a critical analysis of doctrinal law and legal institutions by antisubordination scholars to explain how the law both grants and reproduces power to the detriment of minoritized populations.\textsuperscript{127} Community lawyering theory’s intervention into poverty lawyering focuses on disrupting attorney-client power dynamics that maintain the client’s subordination.\textsuperscript{128} In other words, critical legal theory examines the law, while community lawyering theory examines the lawyering. What distinguishes community lawyering from other forms of poverty lawyering is the critical legal theory that underpins it.\textsuperscript{129} Conversely, studying the practice of law and, in particular, community lawyering exposes areas for further theory development and interrogation of doctrinal law.\textsuperscript{130} In

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{121} See Cummings, \textit{Movement Lawyering, supra} note 58, at 1657–58 (explaining that the modern understanding of movement lawyering involves “following the leadership of grassroots actors designing social movement campaigns”).
\item\textsuperscript{122} Scott L. Cummings, \textit{Teaching Movements}, 65 J. LEGAL EDUC. 374, 376 (2015) [hereinafter Cummings, \textit{Teaching Movements}].
\item\textsuperscript{124} See Ashar, \textit{supra} note 13, at 1904–05 (“Political scientist Stuart Scheingold, laid the basis for this critique with his work \textit{The Politics of Rights} in which he drew on case studies of legal reform movements to conclude that the dependence of progressive movements on incremental rights-based strategies would imperil more fundamental political shifts achievable through collective action.”).
\item\textsuperscript{125} See id. at 1880 (describing “progressive public interest lawyers” as “the conflicted agents of the legal system, sympathetic to the methods and goals of resistance movements but bound by the forms of the legal establishment”); Crenshaw, \textit{supra} note 47 at 1336 (arguing “the Black community must develop and maintain a distinct political consciousness in order to prevail against the coopting force of legal reform”).
\item\textsuperscript{126} Andrias & Sachs, \textit{supra} note 46.
\item\textsuperscript{128} See Ashar, \textit{supra} note 13, at 1906 (discussing the shift in poverty lawyering toward strategies centered on community member participation).
\item\textsuperscript{129} Michael Diamond, \textit{Community Lawyering: Introductory Thoughts on Theory and Practice}, 22 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 395, 403 (2015) (explaining “that without the theory, the [poverty lawyering] practice risks becoming incoherent or even self-opposing”).
\end{itemize}
this way, community lawyering and critical legal theorists have enjoyed a symbiotic relationship wherein the advancement of one has facilitated the advancement of the other. Because the bodies of critical legal theory and community lawyering scholarship complement each other, this Part briefly examines the former as helpful background to understanding the latter.131

Critical legal theory—specifically critical legal studies132 and critical race theory133—examines social movements and the lived experiences of marginalized populations to understand subordination and to challenge legal structures and institutions that maintain it.134 Each critical intervention provides alternative theories of how to transform legal institutions and the law. Critical legal scholars are focused on advancing social causes on a doctrinal level.135 Community lawyering, on the other hand, works to support marginalized communities and social movements by attempting to translate critical legal theory into the practice of law. Community lawyering draws out the insights from critical legal theory to transform the practice of law and how lawyers engage with subordinated clients. Figure 1 provides a stylized depiction of the interplay between social movements of the oppressed that informs critical legal theory, critical legal theory that underpins community lawyering, and community lawyering that supports social movements of the oppressed.

131. See Dinerstein, supra note 81, at 521 (“Yet when clinical teachers write about clinical education issues today, few stress the political underpinnings of client-centered approaches. Rather, it is Critical Legal Studies adherents and others concerned with developing more explicitly political law practices who have stressed the need for greater client participation in the lawyer-client relationship.”).

132. Ancheta, supra note 16, at 1363–64 (“Critical legal studies, feminist legal theory, and critical race theory—schools of thought that challenge the assumptions that traditional jurisprudence is neutral, determinate, apolitical, and fair—hold the promise of changing the law to accomplish economic and social justice.”).

133. Id. at 1373 (“Critical race theorists, for example, argue that existing jurisprudence perpetuates racial subordination by failing to acknowledge racism and by failing to incorporate the insights and experiences of people of color into legal doctrine.”).

134. See Amna A. Akbar, Sameer M. Ashar & Jocelyn Simonson, Movement Law, 73 STAN. L. REV. 509, 826–27 (2021) (“Movement law approaches scholarly thinking and writing about law, justice, and social change as work done in solidarity with social movements, local organizing, and other forms of collective struggle. . . . Movement law centers itself within this history of critical [legal] thought.”); Ashar, supra note 13, at 1904 (“Critical legal scholars, such as Duncan Kennedy and Roberto Unger, spearheaded a critique of adjudication and questioned its centrality in the construction of social systems.”).

1. Clinical Education as a Laboratory

Clinical legal education has largely adopted community lawyering as a means of practice\textsuperscript{136} and, as a result, clinical professors substantially contribute to both community lawyering and critical legal theory.\textsuperscript{137} Clinical pedagogy is a method that teaches students substantive areas of law by placing them in the role of an attorney representing clients under the supervision of clinical faculty. That faculty then provides individualized feedback and supports student’s throughout the representation.\textsuperscript{138} Community lawyering theory critiques not only the way attorneys practice but also how little exposure to real social movements.

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textbf{Social Movements}
    \item \textbf{Community Lawyering}
    \item \textbf{Critical Legal Theory}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{136} Tokarz et al., \textit{The Newest (Oldest) Wave}, supra note 14, at 359 (“Community lawyering is . . . identified as a goal in clinical legal education.”).

\textsuperscript{137} Dinerstein, supra note 81, at 504 (“Some of the model’s most committed advocates are clinical law teachers, who have adopted it for use in both live-client clinical law programs and simulation courses.”); see David Dominguez, \textit{Community Lawyering in the Juvenile Cellblock: Creative Uses of Legal Problem Solving To Reconcile Competing Narrative on Prosecutorial Abuse, Juvenile Criminality, and Public Safety}, 2007 J. DISP. RESOL. 387, 387–95 (2007) (describing community lawyering in a law school clinic on juvenile criminal defense); Arpeeta S. Mizan, \textit{Community Lawyering or Collaborative Lawyering?: How Far Human Rights Advocacy Strategies Harbour the Theory of Change}, 3 ASIAN J. LEGAL EDUC. 188, 188 (2016) (identifying community lawyering as one of the most widely used human rights advocacy tactics by North American law school clinics); Wendy A. Bach & Sameer M. Ashar, \textit{Critical Theory and Clinical Stance}, 26 CLINICAL L. REV. 81, 82 (2019) (arguing that “over the last several decades, a growing body of . . . [clinical scholarship] (1) is grounded in observation of lived reality and awareness of the operation of interlocking systems, (2) incorporates an innate criticality borne of the activism and advocacy of clinicians, and (3) meaningfully and productively generates and deploys theoretical insights in the wider world”).

people and real problems law students commonly obtain while in law school. A significant aspect of López’s indictment of traditional, regnant lawyering practices is that the practices are indoctrinated through legal education. Clinics are one of the few sites where law students gain exposure to community lawyering theory and real people with legal issues. In this way, clinical pedagogy cannot be divorced from community lawyering theory because expanding and professionalizing clinical education is, in many respects, the legal academy’s primary response to the critiques of legal education by community lawyering and critical legal theorists.

Moreover, clinical faculty are the dominant voice in community lawyering scholarship. Similar to the relationship between poverty lawyering and community lawyering, clinical education predates clinical pedagogy. Clinical pedagogy was the intervention into clinical education that provided the methodological approach clinical professors now employ to produce metacognitive awareness in their students and an understanding about the function and construction of law and legal systems. Clinical pedagogy also builds on community lawyering theory to encourage working with low-income clients beyond the resolution of a distinct legal matter and towards achieving a more equitable society. As explained in Part II.B.3, business law clinicians have pioneered transactional community lawyering. Several business law clinicians—learning from civil rights, criminal practice, and public advocacy clinicians before them—are

139. See López, Seven Weeks, supra note 10, at 1606 (“[L]aw school exposed her to too little interdisciplinary theory, too few skills, and too little of everyday life. And it taught her almost nothing about how to conceive of her own work as a lawyer, much less about how concretely to envision a practice committed in any substantial degree to the fight for fundamental social change.”).

140. REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 4–5 (describing a law school “that had no idea about, and apparently little interest in, how to design its curriculum to systematically expose students to the complex lives of people like those with whom [López] had grown up”); cf. Tyler Ambrose, Zarinah Mustafa & Sherin Nassar, Law Schools’ Complicity on Racism Must Be Challenged, APPEAL (June 24, 2020), http://theappeal.org/law-schools-racism/ [http://perma.cc/K5CB-9Y7J] (“[T]here is an institution guilty of perpetuating racial inequality that we have yet to scrutinize: American law schools. . . . We cannot allow these legal institutions to continue producing race-illiterate lawyers.”); Gerald P. López, Transform—Don’t Just Tinker With—Legal Education, 23 CLINICAL L. REV 471, 493–94 (2017); Duncan Kennedy, Legal Education as Training for Hierarchy, in THE POLITICS OF LAW: A PROGRESSIVE CRITIQUE 54, 60–62 (1998).


143. Brodie, supra note 57, at 335 (“Pedagogy was not the focus of these early [clinical] programs, although the value to students of ‘hands on’ work with clients was recognized.”); Jessica Davis, Social Justice and Legal Education: Mandatory Pro Bono Legal Services, 1 CHARLESTON L. REV. 85, 88 (2006) (explaining free legal services at law school clinics started three to four decades ago).


experimenting with community lawyering in their transactional practices and training a cadre of future business lawyers to competently engage in antisubordination work.147

C. Transactional Lawyering Theory

Seminal scholarship in the community lawyering canon either explicitly rejected148 or merely failed to consider149 the possibility of antisubordination transactional lawyering. Although other scholars have discussed community lawyering in nonlitigation contexts,150 the application to transactional lawyering is still underexplored and undertheorized. There are various reasons for this phenomenon. One contributing factor is that scholars often draw from their own practice experiences.151 Community lawyering scholarship reflects the fact that most community lawyering scholars are individual-representation or group-advocacy lawyers. Not until recently has a critical mass of transactional lawyers prioritized representing low-income clients of color in corporate and transactional matters.152 Moreover, popular perception of corporate law, and by extension of transactional lawyers (as reinforced by the political economy,153 pop


148. See David A. Binder & Susan C. Price, Legal Interviewing and Counseling: A Client-Centered Approach (1977) (stating explicitly that this theory of client-centeredness applies only in the litigation contexts and not to transactional settings though subsequent publication editions later addressed transactional lawyering).

149. See e.g., Bellow, supra note 78, at 300 (describing community lawyering as committed to individual representation); Elsesser, supra note 61, at 381 (“Older advocates, myself among them, who grew up in the 1960s and 1970s, were indoctrinated with the idea that lawyers and litigation were the keys to all sorts of social change movements.”).

150. See William P. Quigley, Reflections of Community Organizers: Lawyering for Empowerment of Community Organizations, 21 Ohio N. U. L. Rev. 455, 455–56 (1994) (“The purpose of empowerment lawyering with community organizations is to enable a group of people to gain control of the forces which affect their lives. The substance of this lawyering is primarily the representation of groups rather than individuals.”).


152. See Smith, supra note 8.

culture, and global financial crises, is in direct conflict with social justice movements. Business law facilitates a capitalist economic system, which routinely functions to exploit, exclude, and compound economic inequity. While this is a reasonable summation of how much of business law functions, there is a small (but steadily growing) number of business and transactional lawyers engaged in antipoverty work, which community lawyering theory has yet to fully recognize. This lack of recognition is problematic because it means that scholars have defined and crafted concepts of community lawyering that exclude transactional lawyers. The likely consequences that follow are twofold: (1) transactional lawyers will not engage in social change lawyering; or (2) to the extent that transactional lawyers are attempting to represent marginalized and subordinated clients, they will practice regnant lawyering.

1. Community Economic Development Scholarship

There is a wealth of scholarship on community economic development (CED), which contemplates, but rarely highlights, transactional lawyering. A central occupation of CED is to examine how low-income and other marginalized groups can subject economic forces within their geographic community to democratic control and
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154. See Zack McDermott, Gorilla and the Bird 21 (2017) (“Law school was not only my ticket out of the lower middle class and out of Wichita, but also a chance for me to help keep the disadvantaged out of prison. I grew up on Natty Lights, mac’n’cheese, and Camaro lust; I was never going to be a slick dick corporate lawyer drinking $17 cocktails after work and slamming my fist on the boardroom table. Researching contracts for the Koch brothers or Exxon held no appeal. No, my mission was to push back against the weight of racial injustice. Get my Malcolm X on.”).


156. Jennifer Fan, Woke Capital: The Role of Corporations in Social Movements, 9 Harv. Bus. L. Rev. 441, 443 (2019) (“Historically, corporations were derided as a source of ‘evil’ and ‘a vehicle for the voices and interests of an exceedingly small managerial and financial elite—the notorious [one] percent’; they are synonymous with the status quo.” (citation omitted)).

157. See Mehrsa Baradaran, Jim Crow Credit, 9 U.C. Irvine L. Rev. 887, 912–16 (2019) (explaining the limits of civil rights-era policy reforms meant to address the separate and unequal credit market that resulted in the poor paying more for essential consumer products than the wealthy).


159. “CED addresses the crisis of poverty through a community-controlled development strategy that shifts the focus from short-term creation or expansion of business activity to democratic influence over the local economy.” Laurie A. Morin, Legal Services Attorneys as Partners in Community Economic Development: Creating Wealth for Poor Communities Through Cooperative Economics, 5 D.C. L. Rev. 125, 128 (2000). Moreover, CED is “a community-oriented and community-controlled development strategy that utilizes the resources and implements the priorities of residents and institutions in low-income communities.” Brian Glick & Matthew J. Rossman, Neighborhood Legal Services as House Counsel to Community-Based Efforts To Achieve Economic Justice: The East Brooklyn Experience, 23 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 105, 107 (1997).

oversight. Accordingly, CED describes a broad spectrum of lawyering techniques that encompasses policy advocacy, fact gathering, legal research, policy analysis, organizing, transactional lawyering, and litigation to advance and enforce community-level participation in economic development.

Because a significant component of CED work requires the lawyer to engage with private enterprise, for the last three decades CED has provided a refuge for transactional lawyers wanting to use their deal work expertise for social good. There are also several law school clinics titled “community economic development clinics” that prioritize transactional matters for their law students. But the field of CED is much more expansive than transactional lawyering. Moreover, there are now other avenues for transactional lawyers to engage in antipoverty lawyering not connected to a CED practice. Thus, there is a gap in lawyering scholarship that squarely addresses antipoverty transactional lawyering.

2. Transactional Lawyering Scholarship

The representation of entities and organizations, in contrast to individuals, is “one that neither current rules of legal ethics nor current models of lawyer-client interaction adequately illuminate.” Additionally, corporate law scholarship generally undervalues the exploration of transactional lawyering. This Part explains aspects of transactional practice that significantly distinguish it from group advocacy campaigns or individual dispute resolution representation that community lawyering is premised upon.

Business entities are distinct from, and may be better described as even greater than, the sum of their parts. Thus, transactional lawyering cannot be explained merely

162. See Morin, supra note 159, at 160–63, 168–71.
163. Barbara Bezdek, Digging into Democracy: Reflections on CED and Social Change Lawyering After #OWS, 77 Md. L. Rev. Endnotes 16, 28–30 (2018) (“CED lawyers, ordinarily operating not in court but rather in framing and forging agreements, find opportunities to express community visions through agreements and adaptations of the full range of private law devices.”).
165. See infra Part II.B.
167. See Cathy Hwang, Value Creation by Transactional Associates, 88 Fordham L. Rev. 1649, 1663 (2020) ("Existing legal scholarship fails to adequately explore the crucial question of what transactional associates do.").
168. See W.W. Buckland, A Text-Book of Roman Law from Augustus to Justinian 175 (The University Press 1932) (explaining that under Roman law, a corporation was a group that possessed a personality distinct from its particular members).
by the representation of a group of individuals. Consider, for example, the for-profit corporation as the quintessential business entity. Shareholders, directors, and officers are the significant constituencies of a corporation. While the transactional lawyer may work most closely with and take direction from client officers or general counsel, those officers serve at the discretion of the directors, who must serve in the best interest of the corporation and are elected by the shareholders. Thus, representing a corporation is not merely representing a group of shareholders, as some lawyering theorists have previously suggested.

Transactional representation entails many of the complicated challenges of multiple-party individual representation because, at various moments, constituents’ interests may diverge. While community lawyering focuses on the attorney’s relationship with an individual who is the client, transactional lawyers have relationships with the entity’s representatives but are, in theory, mindful that the objectives of the individual representative may not be what is in the best interest of the corporation. The transactional lawyer may have to review governing documents, applicable regulations, and company contracts to help shape their counsel of what is in the best interest of the entity client.

Lawyering theorists posit that goals plus methods determine the outcome of lawyering. In other words, lawyering theory does not simply examine the lawyer’s

170. Compare Lyman Johnson & David Millon, Corporate Law After Hobby Lobby, 70 Bus. Law. 1, 8–9 (2015) (“[C]orporations own property, enter into contracts, and commit torts. They can sue and be sued in their own right. They are subject to penalties if they violate applicable criminal laws. They must comply with a vast array of federal and state regulations. . . . [T]hey are subject to income tax liability on the net income generated by their commercial activities. . . . [T]he rights and obligations of corporations are not simply those of their shareholders, officers, directors, employees, or other humans who participate in or are affected by the corporation’s activities.”), with Ellmann, supra note 166, at 1105 (“The vast bulk of corporate representation is in a sense the representation of the many individual owners of the corporation’s stock.”).

171. For examples of case law supporting the aggregate theory of corporation, i.e., viewing corporate rights as indistinguishable from shareholders, see Northwestern National Life Insurance Co. v. Biggs, 203 U.S. 243, 255 (1906); Dodge v. Woolsey, 59 U.S. (18 How.) 331, 364 (1855) (Campbell, J., dissenting) (describing the corporation as an artificial entity that cannot sue or be sued in the courts unless the rights of the members of the corporation can be exercised under the corporate name). See also Ellmann, supra note 166.

172. See Margaret M. Blair & Elizabeth Pollman, The Derivative Nature of Corporate Constitutional Rights, 56 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 1673, 1674 (2015) (arguing that the Court’s characterization as an association of citizens made sense through the nineteenth century, but no longer fits the modern corporate form).


176. H. Russell Bernard & Gery W. Ryan, Analyzing Qualitative Data (Thousand Oaks, Cal.: Sage 2010) (defining theory as a set of details about a specific theme and a tool used to explain, predict, and understand a particular topic).
objectives but also how they reach those ends. Examining the goals and methods of lawyers allows lawyering theorists to construct a system of ideas and principles to explain and improve the practice of law. While lawyering theories abound in the context of community lawyering, scholars have not coalesced around a central theory of transactional lawyering. Community lawyering scholars are not unique in ignoring transactional lawyers. In general, scholars have paid scant attention to the practice of business lawyers. There has been extensive research on doctrinal corporate law, and theories of entity forms abound. Precisely because there are so many salient corporate law theories, no single theory can be identified as underpinning transactional lawyering.

My assertion that transactional lawyering does not have a dominant lawyering theory is not to suggest that there is no theory underpinning conventional transactional lawyering. All areas of law and lawyering are infused with theory or are underwritten by a series of theories, even when that theoretical framework remains unacknowledged. Narratives of conventional transactional lawyering coalesce around a neoliberal law and economics framework, which favors free-market capitalism and private sector control instead of government regulation or public interference in economic and organizational issues. If antipoverty transactional lawyers apply a neoliberal law and economics framework to their representation of marginalized clients, there is a likelihood they would be engaged in regnant lawyering.

II. THE NEXT WAVE: TRANSACTIONAL COMMUNITY LAWYERS

During the last fifty years, community lawyers have assisted marginalized clients in obtaining substantial legal rights and policy reforms. While the struggle for additional legal reform remains, this Section posits that the next wave of social justice lawyers will need private ordering lawyers to create and advise alternative institutions and businesses needed to sustain social movements and propel systemic change. Although community lawyering theory is intended to be applicable to various areas of legal practice, as

177. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 5 (discussing “what [lawyers] do and what they hoped to change”).
178. See Therese H. Maynard, LAW MATTERS. LAWYERS MATTER, 76 TUL. L. REV. 1501, 1502 (2002) (“Since I began teaching law twenty years ago, I have become increasingly uncomfortable with the expanding disconnect between, on the one hand, legal scholarship in [the corporate law] field and, on the other hand, the real world of practicing lawyers who must resolve corporate law problems facing their clients.”). But see Steven L. Schwarz, EXPLAINING THE VALUE OF TRANSACTIONAL LAWYERING, 12 STAN. J. BUS. & FIN. 486, 486–87, 506–08 (2007) (explaining the misconception of the value creation of transactional lawyers).
demonstrated above, much of the canon of community lawyering scholarship focuses on advocacy and litigation-based practices.

While illustrative, lawyering theory in the litigation context is not often analogous to transactional lawyering because “doing deals [can be] fundamentally different than litigating.”182 Relatively, scholarship focused on community economic development183—which encompasses a broad spectrum of lawyering techniques in nonlitigation advocacy, policy analysis, and transactional representation184—does not often isolate the particularities of transactional lawyering. Both community lawyering scholarship and CED scholarship focus on lawyers using public law185 to reform policy or resolve disputes. Transactional lawyers, however, rely almost exclusively on private ordering186 to represent a business entity, facilitating its private deals and transactions. Community lawyering scholarship often fails to consider the impacts entity representation, private ordering, and deals have on a lawyering theory developed in the context of individual representation, dispute resolution, and rights acquisition. Ignoring transactional practices signals that transactional attorneys either cannot or should not be included among the ranks of community lawyers.187

This absence in the scholarship is particularly notable given the increasing numbers of transactional lawyers who are assisting marginalized and mission-driven private entities as they harness economic and social capital to leverage collective power and create alternative business models.188 For example, with the drastic increase of business law clinics at law schools,189 a growing subset of business law clinics is intentionally

182. Tina L. Stark, Thinking Like a Deal Lawyer, 54 J. LEGAL EDUC. 223, 223 (2004); see also Karl S. Okamoto, Teaching Transactional Lawyering, 1 DREXEL L. REV. 69, 72 (2009) (noting that “the skills required in a transactional practice are often quite different from those required in litigation”).

183. See infra Part I.C.1.


185. Public law refers to the legal relationships between individuals and the government. Robert H. Mnookin, Public/Private Dichotomy: Political Disagreement and Academic Repudiation, 130 U. PA. L. REV. 1429, 1429 (1982) (defining the public sphere as the “clusters of activities . . . where government has a legitimate role” versus “activities that are presumptively outside of the legitimate bounds of government coercion and regulation (the private sphere)”).

186. Steven L. Schwarcz, Private Ordering, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 319, 324 (2002) (“Private ordering can be viewed as part of a broad framework within which rulemaking is classified by the amount of governmental participation involved.”). Private ordering involves both rules and enforcement processes concerning the rights, duties, and liabilities between private parties. See Morton J. Horwitz, History of the Public/Private Distinction, 130 U. PA. L. REV. 1423, 1426 (1982) (noting “the conservative ideological foundations of the public/private distinction” and how “it was a sign of legal sophistication to understand the arbitrariness of the division of law into public and private realms”).

187. See Bezdek, supra note 163 (“Does CED practice hew so closely to establishment legal institutions that it impedes the transformative social justice aspirations of the communities in which we work?”).


applying a social justice lens to transactional lawyering. Moreover, within the last two decades, even mainstream law firms have expanded their efforts to represent socially minded businesses impacting poverty issues and pro bono business representations. Thus, it is not surprising that more law students and early-career transactional attorneys are articulating their desire to represent small businesses and community groups in cities with large, marginalized populations of color. Morrison & Foerster LLP’s Black Venture Accelerator program is just one of several new racial justice initiatives at
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Curriculum: The Rise of Transactional Legal Clinics in U.S. Law Schools, 43 WASH. U. J. & POL’T’Y 85, 92–93 (2013) (noting that in 2013 there were more than 140 transactional clinics at just over 200 American Bar Association approved law schools, which is a 2,700% increase over the 5 transactional clinics reported in 1992).


corporate law firms. The Law Firm Antiracism Alliance—spearheaded by Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP following the murder of George Floyd and the racially disparate impact of COVID-19 on Native American, Black, and Latino populations—facilitates large-scale pro bono projects. Given this influx of antipoverty transactional lawyers and the need for their private ordering expertise in low-income communities of color, there needs to be a theoretical framework to deepen and increase the efficacy of antipoverty transactional lawyering. Even as he wrote his groundbreaking book focusing on individual representation, López understood that rebellious lawyering would need to be continuously examined and the underlying theories further refined. Expanding community lawyering theory to explicitly recognize antipoverty transactional lawyering is consistent with the theory’s purpose.

Drawing on decades of community lawyering scholarship, this Section illustrates the potential of transactional community lawyering. Acknowledging the possibility of
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198. Tremblay, Regnant Lawyering, supra note 21, at 953–54 (“A significant contribution of the rebellious literature is its insight for practicing lawyers into the subtly counterproductive impact of their traditional activity.”).

199. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 165 (“We need to more completely understand that non-profit law offices should amend themselves over time, that they should fit within a larger yet related vision of politics at work.”).
regnant transactional lawyering. This Section moves beyond the good intentions of antipoverty transactional lawyers to envision how they can achieve antisubordination by applying community lawyering theory to their practice.

A. Defining Transactional Community Lawyering

There is a profound need for antipoverty transactional lawyers in social justice movements. But without incorporating the tenets of community lawyering, antipoverty transactional lawyers are vulnerable to regnant lawyering—lawyering that disempowers and further subordinates clients. The likelihood of regnant transactional lawyering is high precisely because transactional lawyers are repeat players in transactions whereas clients may be participating in the transaction for the first and only time. Transaction complexity may also inhibit entity clients from exercising decisionmaking control because of limited technical knowledge. Thus, similar to litigators, transactional lawyers often play an outsized role in resolving transactional matters.

Transactional community lawyering would not only entail representing modest means clients, such as low-income entrepreneurs, but also intentionally using that practice to advance racial and economic justice. Community lawyers are characterized as having a “sensibility” or orientation to their work and a social change theory that their lawyering seeks to advance. Antipoverty transactional lawyers thus raise an important question: Can business law be redeemed for social justice ends, or is it too intertwined in neoliberalist theory that it renders an antisubordination transactional practice impracticable? Antipoverty transactional lawyering is not unique in posing this question. Indeed, this paradox is at the heart of progressive lawyering generally, not merely antipoverty transactional lawyering.

The inherent contradiction of progressive law practice is perceiving the world in a certain way, trying to change the world through problem solving, and then realizing that you cannot do very much because the problems are too large and the people you are trying to persuade do not perceive that there is any problem

200. See López, Seven Weeks, supra note 10, at 1612 (describing the unconscious pitfalls of regnant lawyering).
201. See William H. Simon, Visions of Practice in Legal Thought, 36 STAN. L. REV. 469, 475–76 (1984) (discussing how lawyers reconstruct their clients’ interest even as they innocently attempt to solicit those interests).
202. See Ancheta, supra note 16, at 1367 (“[R]egnant lawyering is a dominating and powerful occupation.”).
203. Diamond, supra note 129, at 401–02 (“There is more to being a community lawyer than merely working and accepting clients from a community.”).
204. Id. at 396–97.
205. See Bezdek, supra note 163 (“Does CED practice hew so closely to establishment legal institutions that it impedes the transformative social justice aspirations of the communities in which we work?”).
206. See Ancheta, supra note 16, at 1388–98 (“Can rebellious lawyering help bring about the shifts in institutional power that are also necessary to construct a social reality that alleviates subordination? . . . “[E]ven if progressive lawyers adopt rebellious lawyering in their day-to-day practices, it is not at all clear that rebellious lawyering can usher in the transformations needed to address systemic subordination.”).
207. See Richard Delgado, Rodrigo’s Equation: Race, Capitalism, and the Search for Reform, 49 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 87, 93 (2014) (arguing that law and capitalism are intrinsically linked and that “law is not a promising path” to reform capitalism).
at all. In other words, advocating for change under a system of laws and legal institutions that disfavors change and limit possibilities for change is the dilemma with which progressive lawyers and legal workers struggle every day.208

Skepticism about the viability of transactional community lawyering is warranted given the close connection between corporate law,209 capitalism,210 and exploitive practices211 that often perpetuate and exacerbate marginalization.212 First, marginalized clients generally have less bargaining power than government agencies and, thus, individual contractual arrangements between private parties are prone to reproduce structural inequality.213 Second, even in the event that an entity client can negotiate equitable terms, business transaction terms do not inherently establish precedent for subsequent parties, as may be the outcome of a successful advocacy campaign or public law reform. However, it is precisely for these reasons that antipoverty transactional lawyers should be conscious in combatting the pitfalls of regnant lawyering by affirmatively incorporating community lawyering theory into their practice.214

A rich body of literature expounds and explains the tenets central to community lawyering theory. The following Parts explore three overarching values recognized as uniting community lawyers in the context of transactional practice: (1) prioritization of a social justice mission, (2) a core commitment to community, and (3) flexible lawyering.215 Cumulatively, the following three Parts demonstrate the adaptability of community lawyering theory to transactional law.216

1. Theory of Social Change

The first of the three values of community lawyering is “the straightforward prioritization of a social justice mission in [the practice] design.”217 The community lawyer is intentionally engaged in a social justice movement involving a disempowered

211. See Mitchell F. Crusto, Obama’s Moral Capitalism: Resuscitating the American Dream, 63 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1011, 1015–1019 (2009) (discussing the need for moral capitalism, which is “the constitutional principle of regulating capitalism to protect citizens from predation and to redress economic exploitation due to one’s class or economic condition”).
213. See id. at 225 (“Occupy Wall Street and other Occupy movements have coalesced around feelings of powerlessness, contempt, and anger in the face of corporate violence – a violence that is all too real for not only wage laborers and the working poor, but also for the growing numbers of middle class workers.”).
214. Andrias & Sachs, supra note 46, at 556 (“And although law has frequently been a tool of oppression, rather than of empowerment, of power and working-class people and movements, alternative legal regimes that encourage the growth of and the exercise of power by social-movement organizations of the poor and working class are possible.”).
215. See Brodie, supra note 57, at 335, 342–45.
216. See Diamond, supra note 129 Error! Bookmark not defined., at 396, 399.
group. The social justice commitment is the foundational principle of community lawyering. Community lawyering “also involves the lawyer having a theory of how to engage with clients and of the ends toward which the practice is oriented.” This requires “a particular type of relationship with the client” and “a theory of action, which has both legal and political features, with a goal of improving for its residents the physical and social environment of the community.” The theory of social change also guides the community lawyer’s client selection.

Transactional lawyers can, for example, ground their theory of change in collective power building and wealth acquisition for deployment by marginalized communities and social movements. The transactional community lawyer understands that society is systematically unjust and that injustice manifests in the client’s legal and business issues. Their collective power-building objective becomes the prism through which the transactional community lawyer seeks to make society more just, informing their client selections and lawyering strategies.

2. Defined Community

The second principle of community lawyering is an articulated commitment to a defined community. The community element of community lawyering is defined both on a geographical and an ideological component. While the geography of the community provides necessary context, merely working within a specific geographic boundary is not sufficient. Community lawyering recognizes clients within a geographic community as members of a socially cognizable and systemically disadvantaged group. To community lawyers, the appropriate scale of response to the economic or social disadvantage is not merely at the client level but also necessarily at the community level.
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218. Group examples could include the poor, immigrants, people of color or a specific ethnicity, individuals with criminal records, students with disabilities, etc.
220. Diamond, supra note 129, at 401.
221. Id. at 397.
222. Id. at 398 (“Given the wide range of issues and strategies, some in competition with others as to goals and/or priorities, the community lawyer must be very careful about the projects he or she chooses to work on. To be effective, these projects ought to be complementary of a clearly delineated set of goals. Thus, the case-selection process is critical to implementing the coherent theory . . . essential . . . [to] community lawyering.”).
223. See Piomelli, Rebellious Heroes, supra note 93, at 299–300.
226. Diamond, supra note 129, at 396 (“[T]he concept of a community lawyer must mean more than [a lawyer who works in a geographically bounded area and takes their clients from that area] because if it does not, most practicing lawyers in the United States would be community lawyers.”).
227. See id. at 401.
228. Piomelli, Rebellious Heroes, supra note 93, at 300–01 (“Rebellious lawyers view and treat clients as connected (or connectable) members of communities with shared experiences.”).
The community lawyer does not just work within the geographic community;\(^{229}\) they also have “a knowledge of the community” in which they work.\(^{230}\) When lawyers get out of their offices, they stand to realize how much information they do not know.\(^{231}\) Moreover, the attorney’s presence and participation in the community engenders trust and is the foundation for establishing new attorney-client relationships. Professor Michael Diamond writes, “[t]his level of participation is unusual for the typical lawyer but essential for one who aspires to be a community lawyer.”\(^{232}\)

The concept of community has relevance to the lawyering strategies and the lawyer’s theory of change.\(^{233}\) Lawyers working for low income legal services clients approached their clients’ problems as individual cases to be resolved on an individual basis. At any given time [the lawyer’s] focus was on the problems of an individual client or client group, not on the problems of a neighborhood or community divorced from a specific client with a discrete set of problems.

The new poverty lawyer was to work with the community to promote holistic, not just individual, solutions.\(^{234}\) The community lawyer’s connection to and participation in the community also facilitate accountability to the social justice commitment.

### 3. Flexible Lawyering

The “expansive view of the role of a lawyer”\(^{235}\) is not only a necessary element of community lawyering but also a key characteristic of transactional lawyering. “Community lawyering [is] characterized by a self-conscious responsiveness to changing community conditions and priorities, which demand nimbleness and a willingness to shift gears and tread on new ground.”\(^{236}\) A commitment to flexibility also requires the lawyer to remain open to vulnerability.\(^{237}\) Transactional lawyers work with business clients at various stages from the business inception to acquisition or exit strategy. Representing a business client through various points in its lifecycle requires

\(^{229}\) Brodie, supra note 57, at 344 (“Community lawyering [practices] are committed to the judgment that a dedicated, strategic, local response is the principled way to address [the] injustice.”).
\(^{230}\) Diamond, supra note 129, at 397.
\(^{231}\) See Bryan Stevenson, Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption 12 (2014) (“Proximity to the condemned and incarcerated made the question of each person’s humanity more urgent and meaningful, including my own. I went back to law school with an intense desire to understand the laws and doctrine that sanctioned the death penalty and extreme punishments.”).
\(^{232}\) Diamond, supra note 129, at 400.
\(^{234}\) Marshall, supra note 69, at 158–59.
\(^{235}\) Diamond, supra note 129, at 397.
\(^{236}\) Brodie, supra note 57, at 345.
\(^{237}\) Cummings, Teaching Movements, supra note 122, at 577 (“[C]onfronting the fact that law does not always work but that we nonetheless have to continue to fight to demand that it does—requires walking outside the space of comfort into . . . vulnerability.”).
the transactional lawyer to be adaptable and flexible, working with various subject matter specialists and across business industries. Transactional lawyers are referred to as “generalists” because of the breadth of expertise required to advise business clients.238

Transactional lawyers take on an expansive view of their role and are often required to adopt novel strategies to respond to client or transaction conditions. Flexible lawyering requires lawyers to have a problem-solving orientation to the unfamiliar client issues they inevitably encounter. Similar to the description of the community lawyer stretching herself (within the bounds of reason and professional competence) to participate meaningfully,239 transactional lawyers are called on to document transactions for which little precedent exists, to act as a sounding board on new business plans, and to engage with legal and nonlegal specialists on cutting-edge matters. Transactional lawyers are required to be flexible in their lawyering, even taking on nonlegal responsibilities because the client matter demands it.

B. Applications of Transactional Community Lawyering

The absence of prevailing narratives of antipoverty transactional lawyers raises questions of what transactional community lawyering looks like and where it might be implemented. There are already forums where transactional community lawyering would have immediate application and impact. The following examples provide a nonexhaustive description of antipoverty transactional practices that would benefit from community lawyering theory.

In each iteration, the transactional lawyers in these practices are either providing pro bono services or, as is the case for social enterprise lawyers, are among a limited number of attorneys with a certain subject matter expertise. Thus, it is also important to recognize that conventional incentives and indicators are not likely available to measure or track lawyer performance in these antipoverty transactional practices. Traditional measurements of lawyer performance are tied to case budgets, holdback fees, bonuses, and compensation.240 Transactional community lawyering would address this dearth in lawyer performance mechanisms by not only providing antipoverty transactional lawyers with a framework for advancing antisubordination but also providing a framework for clients to determine how to strategically use various antipoverty transactional lawyers based on their adherence to the community lawyering paradigm.241


239. See Diamond, supra note 129, at 397.

240. See William H. Simon, Where Is the “Quality Movement” in Law Practice?, 2012 WIS. L. REV. 387, 399–400 (2012) (“Firms use business metrics, such as hours billed in relation to hours worked, revenues in relation to billings (realization rates), and profits [as performance measurements]. They aggregate supervisor, peer, and client judgments of the quality of work and of results. . . . Firms use such judgments for promotion, compensation, and training decisions. Business clients use them to decide how to allocate their work.”).

241. JAMES M. JASPER, PROTEST: A CULTURAL INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 43 (2014) (“With a label, they can be recognized, measured, and perhaps monitored.”).
1. Social Enterprise Lawyering

The growth of the social enterprise sector,\textsuperscript{242} sustainable business strategy,\textsuperscript{243} and the solidarity economy\textsuperscript{244} provides fertile ground for implementing transactional community lawyering. Social enterprises involve businesses using market-based strategies to achieve a social mission or environmental purpose.\textsuperscript{245} Social enterprises span entity forms, including, but not limited to, traditional for-profits, nonprofits, limited liability companies, and partnerships.\textsuperscript{246} Social enterprises have gained significant attention in the last decade with the proliferation of social enterprise statutes providing off-the-shelf, for-profit entity forms\textsuperscript{247} that require a commitment to a social mission.\textsuperscript{248}

The legislative action on these “hybrid entities”—for-profit corporations with the public benefit of a nonprofit—has prompted prominent law firms to start promoting their expertise in social enterprise law. Moreover, some law schools now offer social enterprise law courses and transactional clinics that allow students opportunities to represent social enterprises clients.\textsuperscript{249} Inexpensive technology solutions and customer appetite for mission-driven businesses allows social enterprises to scale and compete within traditional industries. Relatedly, social enterprises are also involved in the “solidarity economy movement”\textsuperscript{250} to transform the dominant capitalist system into one that centers people, planet, and purpose above profits.

This burgeoning socially minded business sector creates new demand for “social enterprise lawyers”—transactional lawyers who not only understand the conventional business law needs of socially and environmentally minded business clients but can also

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{242} Page & Katz, supra note 33, at 1353, 1361 (describing the impact of the “social enterprise movement” with conventional business industries).
\item \textsuperscript{244} VISHWAS SATAGAR, THE SOLIDARITY ECONOMY ALTERNATIVE: EMERGING THEORY AND PRACTICE 51 (2014) (defining solidarity economy as “an alternative society that seeks to overcome capitalism through a democratic, pluralist process of worker and population control of the means of production, distribution, and consumption”).
\item \textsuperscript{245} See Alina Ball, Social Enterprise Lawyering, 88 UMKC L. REV. 803, 803 (2020) [hereinafter Ball, Social Enterprise Lawyering].
\item \textsuperscript{246} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{247} Also known as hybrid entities in the relevant literature. Id. at 807.
\item \textsuperscript{248} See J. Haskell Murray, The Social Enterprise Law Market, 75 MD. L. REV. 541 (2016).
\item \textsuperscript{250} Renee Hatcher, Solidarity Economy Lawyering, 8 TENN. J. RACE, GENDER, & SOC. JUST. 23, 28–29 (2019) (explaining the core values of the “solidarity economy” are (1) moving from extraction to sustainable and regenerative resources, (2) moving power from concentrated to democratic, (3) moving from exploitation to solidarity labor practices, and (4) becoming equity conscious on all dimensions of identity such as race, gender, and ability).
\end{itemize}
intuit how their nonpecuniary objectives impact those needs.\textsuperscript{251} As business entities, these enterprises need transactional lawyers. But socially and environmentally minded enterprises also need transactional lawyers as thought partners, helping them determine how transactions and decisions impact their social mission and intersect with their theory of change.

Social enterprises often articulate their mission as sustainable development goals, among which ending poverty is often a priority.\textsuperscript{252} The company’s mission and theory of change explain the social enterprise’s goals for social change and their strategies for achieving those goals. The sum of all the company’s business decisions and transactions determines whether a particular theory of change is ultimately implemented. Thus, to successfully represent their clients, social enterprise lawyers need a deep understanding of sustainable development goals, intersections of persistent social issues, structural inequities, and theories of change to adequately advise their social enterprise clients.

Transactional community lawyering could become a unifying lawyering theory for social enterprise lawyers. Social entrepreneurship theory is distinct from other branches of business theory because it emphasizes methods and means of equitable business as opposed to focusing solely on furthering profit goals. Yet, currently, there is no corollary lawyering theory that informs how social enterprise lawyers practice. Social enterprise lawyers are neither transactional lawyers working in a particular industry, nor are they poverty lawyers working with entity clients. As transactional community lawyers, social enterprise lawyers would epitomize the hybrid characteristics of their social enterprise clients.

2. Pro Bono Business Law Programs

In terms of quantity, pro bono lawyers\textsuperscript{253} contribute the largest number of hours and make up the largest contingency of lawyers working on poverty law matters. Pro bono lawyers often contribute only a fraction of their practice to representing pro bono clients, but the sheer number of pro bono lawyers means their accumulative hours account for the majority of private public interest lawyering. Among pro bono programs, there is a growing attention to business and transactional legal matters.\textsuperscript{254} Although the specific definition of a pro bono business client may be contested,\textsuperscript{255} it is well established in practice that nonprofits with limited means and small, for-profit businesses working within low-income communities or owned by low-income entrepreneurs qualify for pro bono representation.\textsuperscript{256} Small businesses that qualify for pro bono representation are

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{251} Ball, Social Enterprise Lawyering, supra note 245, at 805.
\item \textsuperscript{252} See id. at 815.
\item \textsuperscript{253} Russell G. Pearce, The Lawyer and Public Service, 9 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y & L. 171, 175 (2001) (defining pro bono lawyers as “lawyers who for no fee donate a limited amount of their work to public service”).
\item \textsuperscript{255} See Tremblay, Regnant Lawyering, supra note 21, at 947, 961.
\item \textsuperscript{256} See Pro Bono Committee, ABA, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/business_law/committees/pro_bono/ [http://perma.cc/FLB5-XSLC] (last
particularly vulnerable and precisely the types of businesses society should have a vested interest in ensuring access to quality transactional representation. Given their reach, transactional community lawyering could have a wide-spanning impact in supporting small businesses in low-income areas if adopted by pro bono business lawyers.

There are currently very few qualitative assessments of pro bono legal services programs, and several structural aspects of pro bono business representation make it unlikely that most pro bono attorneys could effectively practice community lawyering. Many law firms are in major cities and are, therefore, in close geographic proximity to low-income communities. Law firms encourage their associates and partners—who overwhelmingly self-identify as white—to participate in pro bono representations. While there is a growing number of transactional and corporate pro bono matters for business attorneys, there is no consensus metric on how to conduct these representations effectively. The assumption that any legal services are better than none is not fully supported by empirical data. It cannot be assumed that pro bono business lawyers are doing effective antipoverty work merely because of their noble intentions to represent underserved business clients. However, even if the transactional community lawyering framework were only adopted by a portion of pro bono business lawyers, because of the

---

257. See Rashmi Dyal-Chand & James V. Rowan, Developing Capabilities, Not Entrepreneurs: A New Theory for Community Economic Development, 42 Hofstra L. Rev. 839, 859–61 (2014) (arguing that successful entrepreneurship requires both financial and social capital, resources that are inevitably scarce in communities where poverty is most prevalent).

258. See Dana Thompson, L3Cs: An Innovative Choice for Urban Entrepreneurs and Urban Revitalization, 2 Am. U. Bus. L. Rev. 115, 121 (2012) (“Small businesses are a critical part of a healthy economy. They play a vital role in the United States’ economic system by creating the most net new jobs, by bringing innovative products and services to the market, and by providing much needed tax revenues to local and state municipalities.”).


quantity of pro bono business lawyers across the country, there could be substantial impact given how many businesses law firms can take on as clients.

3. Business Law Clinical Programs

Business law clinicians are pioneering transactional community lawyering.263 At present, they are forced to cobble together applications of community lawyering to apply to their transactional practice because most community lawyering scholarship does not adequately reflect them or their clients. Given the interconnectedness of clinical pedagogy and community lawyering theory, business law clinics are an ideal locale to further develop and implement transactional community lawyering.

While CED clinics have been part of the academy since the 1990s, there has been a proliferation of business law clinics in the last decade.264 These business law clinics265 are distinct from their predecessor CED clinics, which historically used a variety of lawyering tools to serve mobilized clients with clear social justice objectives.266 In contrast to CED clinics, business law clinics emphasize teaching law students lawyering skills through representing for-profit business clients and entrepreneurs.267 Some business law clinics even explicitly state they do not have a social mission.268 Business law clinical pedagogy is still in a state of evolution, and there is no dominant approach to these clinical courses.269 Developing a theory-based clinical program is particularly important when working with law students because it provides clinical professors theory-based responses for explaining best practices. The number and diversity of business law clinics across the country provide an opportunity for business law clinicians not only to refine transactional community lawyering but also to make a significant contribution to community lawyering theory generally.

Business law clinicians could also make strategic clinic design decisions using transactional community lawyering theory. For example, I established the Social Enterprise & Economic Empowerment Clinic at University of California, Hastings College of the Law (the “Social Enterprise Clinic”) with a commitment to community lawyering. This commitment impacts every significant decision about how we run and

264. Ball, Disruptive Pedagogy, supra note 190, at 10.
266. BENNETT ET AL., supra note 184.
structure the program. Centering the business law clinic on community lawyering theory allows the Social Enterprise Clinic to prioritize representing business clients on various transactional matters over the course of a long-term relationship. While clients can terminate the representation at any time, the Social Enterprise Clinic does not engage with a client unless we see the potential to develop a long-term relationship.

By providing transactional representation contextualized by years of previous representations, the Social Enterprise Clinic is able to help its clients plan strategically around building institutional power and advancing social change, which often takes years to accomplish. While the Social Enterprise Clinic is not unique in its commitment to long-term business representation, this unfortunately is not the norm for business law clinics. Moreover, the client selection process is informed by community lawyering theory. The Social Enterprise Clinic is strategic in selecting clients who have a social mission and are already connected to larger social movements. If community lawyering theory were to explicitly address transactional practice, future business law clinics could design their programs accordingly.

If transactional community lawyering underpinned business law clinical pedagogy, business law clinics would be a training ground for future transactional lawyers advancing racial and economic justice. Although business law clinics are not pedagogically designed to scale and grow, they still reach a substantial segment of future transactional lawyers. Business law clinics would model for students not only best practices for community lawyering but for using the law in race-, class-, and documentation-conscious ways. Transactional community lawyering could, therefore, revolutionize how business law clinicians train transactional lawyers and, in turn, how transactional lawyers work to advance racial and economic justice.

III. A BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS: TRANSACTIONAL LAWYERING FROM RIGHTS TO REALITIES

There is great potential for transactional lawyers to make a meaningful impact using community lawyering theory. This Section provides a narrative description of

270. Diamond, supra note 129, at 400 (“Our model of practice is to be heavily engaged with our client’s activities. Thus, we participate in the client’s planning meetings and strategy sessions over a range of topics that go beyond the identified legal issues. For example, we help our client with the real estate development process, including the examination of project feasibility, financing, and setting ultimate carrying charge (the co-op equivalent to rent).”), see Geo. L., supra note 190. The Ludwig Center for Community & Economic Development at Yale Law School has also continuously represented some of its clients for more than a decade as outside general counsel. See Yale L. Sch., Ludwig Center for Community & Economic Development, supra note 164.

271. See L. for Black Lives, supra note 147.

272. Stephen Wizner & Jane Aiken, Teaching and Doing: The Role of Law School Clinics in Enhancing Access to Justice, 73 Fordham L. Rev. 997, 999 (2005) (“In order to use clients’ cases for teaching, [clinicians have] to take smaller caseloads and spend more time examining, preparing, reflecting, and in other ways using clients’ cases as teaching ‘texts.’”).

273. See Robert Granfield & Philp Veliz, Good Lawyering and Lawyering for the Good: Lawyers’ Reflections on Mandatory Pro Bono in Law School, in Private Lawyers and the Public Interest: The Evolving Role of Pro Bono in the Legal Profession 53, 67 (Robert Granfield & Lynn Mather eds., 2009) (demonstrating empirically that when students develop narratives of pro bono around good lawyering it has greater salience for the students than lawyering for the good).
transactional community lawyering and then uses that narrative to theorize an expanded
vision of community lawyering that explicitly acknowledges transactional practice. In
2015, the Social Enterprise Clinic, an in-house transactional law clinic at UC Hastings
College of the Law, began representing a housing cooperative created by low-income
farmworker families in the Salinas Valley, California (the “Cooperative”). Using the
tradition of community lawyering theorists, this Section gleanes insights from this
client representation narrative of the Cooperative’s quest to acquire ownership of their
local water system. The racial, political, and economic contexts of the Cooperative’s
client matters also illustrate nuances of transactional lawyering that must be included
in an evolved community lawyering theory—including an understanding of structural
competency, creating strategic alliances and partnerships as complements to subject
matter expertise, and expanding the geographic limitation of community lawyering.

A. Community Resilience and Mobilization in the Central West Coast

“We could live offa the fatta the lan’.”

The Salinas Valley in California is one of the most productive agricultural regions
in the nation. Agricultural businesses began to flourish in the mid-1800s and today
continue to be the region’s major industry. The “green gold” of the Salinas Valley
significantly contributes to Monterey County’s multibillion-dollar agricultural
industry, making it the fourth highest producing region in California. Salinas
Valley, however, is also home to extreme wealth inequality. The tributaries of injustice

274. See, e.g., Kim Lane Schepple, Foreword: Telling Stories, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2073 (1989); REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18; White, Sunday Shoes, supra note 72; Alfieri, supra note 15; Symposium, Speeches from the Emperor’s Old Prose: Reexamining the Language of Law, 77 CORNELL L. REV. 1233 (1992) (examining approaches to lawyering and the translation of stories into legal discourse).

275. See REBELLIOUS LAWYERING, supra note 18, at 9 (describing his decision to focus the book on people, groups, and institution involved in actual struggles because “[t]hese people carry much of the burden of everyday progressive work, however much their efforts go unnoticed and unstudied”).

276. JOHN STEINBECK, OF MICE AND MEN 57 (1937).


that flow into the raging waters of poverty in the Salinas Valley are illustrative of the challenges experienced across rural California. Perhaps no natural resource exemplifies the inequality in rural California more than the access to potable water.

The Cooperative owns a parcel of land on the outskirts of Salinas, California, composed of approximately seventy homes and 350 residents. In representing the Cooperative, the Social Enterprise Clinic seeks to honor its sacrifices, ingenuity, and self-initiated resistance culture. The following Part provides a brief narrative of the history of the Cooperative and its leadership as a foundation to explaining the Social Enterprise Clinic’s current representation. This client narrative also provides a richly textured description of transactional community lawyering advancing racial and economic justice.

1. Fortified Resistance to Racial Subordination

The inception of the Cooperative began in the late 1960s with a group of farmworkers, affiliated with the United Farm Workers, who organized and operated their own strike against a local agricultural company. The company retaliated against the striking farmworkers by threatening to evict them from the labor camp where most of their homes were located and their families resided. As a means of having the farmworkers removed from the labor camp, the company sold the camp to a new owner who had the farmworkers evicted. The police arrived in the early morning and forced the remaining farmworker families to leave the labor camp, allowing the families to take only the few belongings they could carry. Approximately thirty-two of the evicted families set up tents, built makeshift cardboard shacks, and converted their cars into sleeping quarters. They used their homelessness as another act of defiance, remaining visible to the local community.

After several weeks on the streets, the evicted families moved into the barracks of an abandoned government labor camp the county owned. Although city and county...
officials initially arranged for the evicted families to utilize the barracks as a temporary shelter, the families recognized the possibility of converting the barracks into permanent, affordable homes. The evicted families refused relocation and defied government deadlines to vacate the barracks because they had nowhere to relocate. The living conditions in the dilapidated barracks were harsh. Even as the farmworker families eventually moved out of the barracks, they remained active in problem-solving around long-term housing solutions for Latinos in the Salinas Valley. When only a few families remained in the barracks, the county sold the labor camp to a private entrepreneur, who purchased the land to sell off the wood from the barrack structures. The farmworker families negotiated directly with the new landowner and convinced him to self-finance the real estate acquisition of the labor camp by the evicted families instead.

2. Mobilization and Institution Building

In the 1970s, cooperative farmworker housing was a new housing model that various government agencies were unfamiliar with funding or approving. The Cooperative blazed a new trail through difficult and sometimes hostile political terrain to transform the labor camp into permanent affordable housing units. The evicted families hired the Central Coast County Development Corporation to form a housing cooperative that would hold their newly acquired land. Membership into the cooperative would consist of money payments as well as hours of community service to reduce the real estate development costs. Farmworker wages were extremely low and could not cover a home mortgage. The community service hours significantly lowered the costs of entry into the Cooperative for families who could not otherwise afford homeownership. With assistance from California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA), the Central Coast County Development Corporation and the evicted families fought a lengthy public support battle against the local school district and growers who opposed the establishment of permanent farmworker housing on the land. The evicted families conducted an extensive outreach campaign that eventually persuaded civic and public leaders to support the formation of a housing cooperative and approve its permit to

288. See MARIO T. GARCÍA, MEXICAN AMERICANS: LEADERSHIP, IDEOLOGY, AND IDENTITY, 1930–1960, at 94 (1989) (“Most Mexican-Americans lived in de facto segregated tracts, but after World War II many, especially returning veterans attempted to purchase homes in new residential areas. Some realtors and developers, however, refused to . . . negotiate with them, insisting that if [homes were sold] to Mexicans, the Anglo residents of the tract would cancel their contracts and leave.”).


290. Jose R. Padilla, California Rural Legal Assistance: The Struggles and Continued Survival of a Poverty Law Practice, 30 CHICANA/O-LATINA/O L. REV. 163, 166 (2011) (“[T]he bulk of Legal Aid work, including that of CRLA, has never been legal reform but rather addressing the day-to-day problems that burden all poor people; for example, access to public benefit, unlawful eviction, and domestic violence. In practice, CRLA has sought to do both, combining legal reform with individualized service work.”).
transform the former labor camp into a permanently affordable housing institution.\(^{291}\) The evicted families secured development rights and federal agency funding in the mid-1970s and incorporated the Cooperative in the late 1970s.

### 3. Organizing for Water Justice

Having existed for nearly two decades, the Cooperative members first noticed issues with their water supply in the 1990s, when reports provided by the private water company showed that elevated nitrate levels in two of the wells were too high for human consumption. By the early 2000s, there was only one operational well, and it, too, was documented to have high levels of nitrate. The Cooperative residents were consistently getting sick and made several attempts to inform the county officials that something was seriously wrong with their water supply. When leadership within the Cooperative began meeting with the county to address the water system issues, they were warned that the Cooperative could lose its permit for permanent residential housing without access to safe drinking water.

The Cooperative reengaged CLRA and began working with the Environmental Justice Coalition for Water (EJCW) to strategize an advocacy campaign for safe water. With pro bono medical services and outside laboratory studies conducted, the Cooperative eventually had sufficient documentation demonstrating their water supply was not safe for use. The persistent organizing by the Cooperative’s leadership led to the installation of a filtration system for the last active well in the Cooperative and, ultimately, allowed the county to secure the funding for the construction of a new, deeper well for the Cooperative.

Despite now having access to safe water from the new well, some Cooperative residents were paying nearly a fifth of their fixed monthly income on their water bills, which had increased dramatically to cover the costs of the new well. Moreover, residents still experience deep trauma from the ailments they and their families suffered from years of contaminated water use. For the original Cooperative members, the indignity of contaminated water harkens back to the 1960s and 1970s, serving as yet another example of the inhumanity low-income Latino residents have endured in the region.

* * *

Even this brief history of the Cooperative illustrates important points about the role of lawyers, which, while necessary, were not central in this quest for dignity. The Cooperative members identified the issues, engaged in collaborative problem solving with various resources, sought out medical and environmental expertise, and found lawyers with a demonstrated commitment to antisubordination work to represent them. With this historical context, the community lawyer can acknowledge, “the client’s fight did not start with my representation, I am not at the center of this work, and yet I have an important role to play.”

4. Transactional Lawyers in Acquiring Power

After a decade of safe but expensive drinking water, the Cooperative learned that the county was planning to sell the Cooperative’s water system. At the time, the Social Enterprise Clinic was working with EJCW and CRLA (two other legal services organizations with offices in the Salinas Valley) to promote community-driven solutions to unsafe drinking water in the area. EJCW and CRLA have distinguished histories of working alongside marginalized communities in the Salinas Valley to promote environmental justice. EJCW and CRLA introduced the Cooperative to the Social Enterprise Clinic to discuss its options given the county’s plan to sell the water system. While the legal matters posed myriad transactional and water law issues, the Cooperative’s ultimate goal was to “consciously build organizational power and community leadership.” In other words, the Cooperative engaged the Social Enterprise Clinic because it wanted transactional community lawyers who would represent its interests in building and sustaining a member-run water company as an alternative to the private company that allowed residents to be poisoned or the public agency that failed to provide affordable safe water.

While COVID-19 placed conversations of economic inequity in the national spotlight, income inequity and the day-to-day indignities that flow from it are perpetual issues in the Salinas Valley that predate—and, unfortunately, will likely outlive—these cyclical national conversations. With the 2012 passage of Assembly Bill 685, California became the first state in the country to legislatively recognize the human right to safe water. But a decade later, unincorporated communities, which are disproportionately communities of color, face nitrate and other toxic contamination of already limited available groundwater. Access to safe drinking water is not only a

293. See Zia Qureshi, Tackling the Inequality Pandemic: Is There a Cure?, BROOKINGS INST. (Nov. 17, 2020), http://www.brookings.edu/research/tackling-the-inequality-pandemic-is-there-a-cure/ [http://perma.cc/4LU3-JRX9] (“Inequality was bad, and the COVID-19 pandemic is making it worse. The immediate priority is to protect the disadvantaged and the vulnerable from the health and economic impacts of the crisis. But policies must also address the deeper, structural drivers of the rise in inequality.”).
294. Ch. 524, 2012 Cal. Stat. 91 (codified at CAL. WATER CODE § 106.3 (West 2012)).
295. CAL. WATER CODE § 106.3 (recognizing that “every human being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes”).
basic human right\textsuperscript{298} but also a critical component of agricultural business and, thus, livelihood in the Salinas Valley.\textsuperscript{299} California’s recent water insecurity\textsuperscript{300} has exacerbated rural communities’ struggle for access to safe drinking water because many disadvantaged communities,\textsuperscript{301} like the Cooperative, rely on well water.\textsuperscript{302} For example, in 2012, more than one-third of all tested wells in the Salinas Valley were positive for maximum nitrate contaminant levels.\textsuperscript{303} Nitrate contamination is widespread in the Salinas Valley due to the region’s vast agricultural operations.\textsuperscript{304} Therefore, communities in agricultural areas must regularly treat their groundwater supply to maintain safe drinking water. These water treatments are expensive, and, without an incorporated entity, communities are not eligible for state and federal financing.

The Cooperative engaged the Social Enterprise Clinic to conduct due diligence on its water system’s financing, which the Cooperative used in its advocacy strategy with county and state government agencies. The clinic reviewed and advised the Cooperative on the terms and provisions of those complicated financing documents. Once the Cooperative secured county support for its purchase of the water system, the Social Enterprise Clinic advised the Cooperative in completing technical, managerial, and financial capacity requirements for purchasing the water system. This included revising the Cooperative’s charter and governance documents to bring them into compliance with current state laws. We regularly attend board and member meetings to advise on governing law, including the Cooperative’s governance documents. Additionally, the Social Enterprise Clinic provided liability, tax, and formation counsel regarding the
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\textsuperscript{301} The term “disadvantaged communities” is defined by the California Department of Water Resources as any community where median household income is below eighty percent of the statewide median household income. CAL. CODE ANN. § 75005(g). Many communities without access to safe drinking water are “[s]everely disadvantaged communit[ies],” earning below sixty percent state median income. Id.


mutual water company that would own and operate the water system upon completion of the asset purchase deal between the Cooperative and the county. During this multiyear representation, the Social Enterprise Clinic has gained deep insight into the Cooperative through various interactions with its members, executive director, board of directors, and its auxiliary enterprise on a variety of different yet related client matters.

B. Evolving Community Lawyering

The Cooperative’s transactional representation illuminates specific areas where community lawyering theory currently fails to capture the essence of what antisubordination transactional lawyers strive to do. Though Part III.A describes the lawyering completed on behalf of the Cooperative, I have repeatedly observed these insights across multiple antisubordination transactional representations. Lawyering is always context specific305 and, thus, the Cooperative representation can only be generalized so far.306 Nevertheless, I posit that these lawyering insights are generally applicable to antisubordination transactional lawyering and should be incorporated into community lawyering theory.

Community lawyering’s emphasis on the role of the lawyer and its potential lawyer domination of client needs remains salient in transactional community lawyering, but representing the Cooperative reveals these considerations alone are insufficient. The antisubordination transactional lawyer needs a deep understanding of the relevant structural inequities, subject matter expertise augmented by strong community partnerships, and digital technology fluency to minimize geographic distance between the client and lawyer. An overarching struggle of transactional community lawyering is to infuse into the often-dehumanizing practice of corporate law the humanity of the subordinated populations the entity client seeks to promote. Community lawyering theory stands to improve its efficacy by reflecting on antisubordination transactional lawyers in practice.

1. Developing Structural Competency

Professors Susan Bryant and Jean Koh Peters’s groundbreaking work in developing a process to increase cultural competency for lawyers307 has made a significant impact in community lawyering practices. Cultural competency is a heightened awareness of cognitive biases, different experiences, and varied perspectives. Cultural competency interrupts assumptions and tendencies that would otherwise impede effective communication across cultural and situational differences. Building on this, cross-cultural lawyering scholarship regularly defaults to contemplating white lawyers interacting with predominately African American clients, often in the context of civil

305. See Ashar, supra note 13, at 1916.
306. See Mark Neal Aaronson, Judgment-Based Lawyering: Working in Coalition, 27 J. AFFORDABLE HOUS. 549, 557 (2019) (explaining that “it is risky to generalize from specific incidents of group representation . . . [because] much depends on particular conditions and players”).
litigation legal matters.\footnote{308} While cultural competency practices may improve interactions between a transactional lawyer and a client representative, antisubordination transactional lawyering also requires a deep understanding of the relevant structural inequities.

By 1993, there were so few farmers in the United States that the U.S. Census stopped counting the number of Americans who reside on farms.\footnote{309} But in the Salinas Valley, farming is a dominant livelihood.\footnote{310} Although the Salinas Valley is only ninety miles outside of San Francisco and merely fifty miles south of the Santa Clara Valley (otherwise known as Silicon Valley), traveling there can make one feel like they are being transported to another state.\footnote{311} In other words, there is a significant cultural divide between the Social Enterprise Clinic’s faculty and law students and the Cooperative members. Cultural competency scholarship instructs that the lawyer needs to recognize and acknowledge the cultural context of the Cooperative members to adequately address the legal issues that arise.

However, transactional lawyers do not represent individuals or even groups of individuals; they represent business entities. A business entity existing not only as a core business but within a broader industry that functions within an ecosystem and exists as part of the even larger economic system. Transactional lawyers often envision their entity clients as actors within larger structural systems that are constantly engaging with other entities. In other words, transactional lawyers must consistently think of their clients as systemic players working in relation to larger systemic actors and pressures.

Transactional community lawyering demands an even more nuanced view of entity clients. The transactional community lawyer’s entity client is, by selection, marginalized. The client faces disadvantages within the business ecosystem and larger economic system that traditional business entities do not: investors refusing to invest in their

\footnote{308} See Rebellious Lawyering, supra note 18, at 1 (“They all seemed to be outsiders—white and male. And they all appeared to dress, speak, and act alike—or at least to dress, speak, and act not at all like us.”).
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companies, regulatory agencies not designed to support their business development, competitor companies with longer runway financing, supply chain providers refusing to extend credit, business customers requiring harsh contractual terms, and so on. The transactional lawyer needs to be able to map the broader power structures within which the entity client operates so that they can better locate structural disadvantages that need to be addressed or taken into consideration for the entity client. Medical practitioners have pioneered the practice of examining client issues within structural oppression and coined the term “structural competency.”

There are a host of economic and political conditions and institutions that exist outside of the interpersonal experience impacting marginalized entity clients. Applied to the legal field, structural competency requires the lawyer to (1) recognize the structural influences on client outcomes; (2) develop language to describe those structural influences; (3) rearticulate “cultural” formulations in structural terms; (4) imagine structural interventions to obtain client outcomes; and (5) develop structural humility, such that the lawyer is on a continuous journey of enlightenment. Structural competency would allow lawyers to move beyond individual experiences and community-specific oppression to mapping structural subordination. Structural competency would build on the power-mapping habits that community lawyering scholarship has advocated poverty lawyers to use.

Antisubordination transactional lawyers are well-positioned to advance and develop a structural-competency approach to community lawyering. Transactional lawyers must regularly advise entity clients on their relational position to other institutions, parties, and structures. In other words, transactional lawyers contextualize their counseling to the structural position of their entity client. Applying a community lawyering approach, the transactional community lawyer would, for example, devise terms and provisions meant to address the structural inequities of the transaction or embedded within the industry.
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As the Cooperative’s narrative exemplifies, understanding structural oppression requires an understanding of the role of race in the creation and maintenance of institutional power. In regnant lawyering, race may play no role in how a lawyer approaches her work. Community lawyers, in contrast, are committed to “challeng[ing] racial ideology wherever and whenever they find it.” Notwithstanding, there is little guidance in community lawyering scholarship for identifying and mapping structural racism and other forms of discrimination. Structural competency—which transactional community lawyers would be particularly skilled at developing, given they are training as professional system thinkers—would better prepare future community lawyers for dismantling racism and other forms of oppression because structural competency appropriately places attention on disrupting systemic power, policies, and outcomes instead of individual actions or perspectives. In this way, interrogating transactional community lawyering can better inform future iterations of community lawyering.

2. Strategic Alliances To Define Subject Matter Expertise

Transactional lawyers are generalists who represent their entity clients through a wide variety of legal matters; thus, they reflect the lawyering flexibility that is a core tenet of community lawyering. That said, there are boundaries to the transactional lawyer’s subject matter expertise beyond which they are not likely to represent a client. Community lawyering theory emphasizes the need to decentralize lawyer expertise. However, this is at tension with professional responsibilities that inhibit lawyers from client representations outside of their professional competency.

---
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To balance the tension between decentralizing the role of the attorney and maintaining competent representation, the following illustrates how the Social Enterprise Clinic has cultivated a network of strategic relationships and community partners to support the Cooperative’s legal and nonlegal needs outside of the clinic’s areas of expertise. As the number of community lawyers continues to grow and their areas of expertise continue to diversify, community lawyering will likely shift from earlier ambidextrous models of lawyering to various community lawyers working in collaboration across practice areas to support common clients. The benefit of examining transactional community lawyering is that it illuminates issues of subject matter expertise boundaries, and yet, at its core is a flexible and collaborative approach to client representation. In this way, observing transactional community lawyers, who build local networks of community partners and organizers to support client problem-solving, is a useful model for contemporary community lawyering in general.

a. Traditional Community Lawyering Model

Working alongside community partners in the Salinas Valley has required the Social Enterprise Clinic to alter our lawyering styles. In November 2014, California passed Proposition 1 (“Prop 1”), authorizing more than $7 billion in bonds for various water projects around the state, including to disadvantaged communities like the Cooperative. The State Water Board, responsible for administering Prop 1 funds, proposed a network of technical assistance providers who could receive funding under Prop 1 that included data collection, engineering, water system management, and project coordination, but no funding for applicants to hire transactional lawyers. In part, this oversight existed because many of the environmental justice advocates were not familiar with the corporate law issues in water system transactions.

Our community partners quickly identified that the Social Enterprise Clinic could offer valuable insight on the necessity of transactional lawyers in water system transactions. Thus, the Social Enterprise Clinic participated in strategic planning calls with the State Water Board explaining this oversight and why funding for transactional lawyers was essential to the success of these water projects, a position the State Water Board adopted. While transactional lawyers do not typically participate in advocacy campaigns, the clinic’s unique insight and opportunity to support its community partners justified its limited involvement in this advocacy work. This example is consistent with narratives of community lawyers adjusting their practice to meet community needs.
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b. Spotting Issues Outside of Expertise

While the Social Enterprise Clinic maintains a commitment to being flexible in responding to client needs, with few exceptions, the client matters it takes on are corporate or transactional matters. However, in those devastating days immediately after the Trump 2016 election, the Social Enterprise Clinic asked the Cooperative explicitly what, if any, issues the new administration’s hostile stance to undocumented status (and, in particular, immigration from Latin America) raised for the Cooperative and its membership. As a result, the Cooperative asked us to research the implications of having members with undocumented residency status. The documentation status of the individual members had never come up in previous client conversations. Even with the clinic raising the topic, the Cooperative may have felt too vulnerable to discuss immigration status implications without the level of trust and collegiality that developed through having spent months working together. That said, the Social Enterprise Clinic did not represent any individual immigration or documentation status issues. Examining transactional community lawyering would add to the canon of community lawyering scholarship in how lawyers help their clients identify legal issues beyond the lawyer’s area of expertise and then refer the client to strategic partners competent to address the issues at hand. Issue spotting and referral is another means of flexible lawyering that studying transactional community lawyering would illustrate.

c. Building Organizer and Strategic Partner Relationships

Community lawyers work alongside and do not attempt to replace community organizers. Community organizing is a distinct skillset and, when done well, a full-time job. Although community lawyering scholarship recognizes the need for
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Community lawyers and organizers to work collaboratively, the canon would benefit from more models of building effective working relationships with organizers and strategic partners. While community lawyers and organizers have common goals to advance social change, there may also be shared skepticism about working together. Moreover, the lawyer’s duty of confidentiality places limitations on the substance of the communications between organizers and lawyers that can create challenges and frustrations in developing the working relationship. Freely sharing information is foundational to relationship building. Thus, while necessary, professional responsibilities also create a burden on client representatives who may feel caught in between the legal and organizing teams. This is particularly true if client matters are moving at a rapid pace, providing limited opportunity for organizers and strategic partners to provide feedback.

Transactional lawyers are accustomed to regularly working on dynamic teams in concert with other service providers—accountants, investment banks, venture capitalists, tax lawyers, employment lawyers, antitrust lawyers, etc.—to achieve the business client’s goal. Thus, transactional community lawyering would be a particularly useful laboratory for effective models of working with organizers and building strategic partnerships. The Social Enterprise Clinic was first connected to the Cooperative by CRLA and EJCW, local community partners in the Salinas Valley. The clinic continues to work with local organizers, grant writers, and community organizations in representing the Cooperative. A key distinction in working with organizers as a community lawyer and collaborating with other subject matter experts as a transactional lawyer is that organizers also serve an accountability function in maintaining cohesion within social movements. Interactions with organizers and strategic partners should be informing the community lawyer’s consciousness, which at an extreme may lead the community lawyer to withdraw from the representation if the client’s decisions are to the detriment of the broader social movement.

3. Digital Technology’s Impact on Geographic Distance

Perhaps the most distinguishing advancements since the genesis of community lawyering theory in the 1990s are the technology innovations that have changed our society and dramatically altered the legal profession. Digital natives—people about
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forty years old or younger—constitute forty-three percent of lawyers at private law firms, and in the next decade they are projected to be seventy-five percent of lawyers. Thus, community lawyering theory needs to meaningfully engage with this sea change and transactional community lawyering provides a useful petri dish.

Community lawyering theory emphasizes the benefits of the community lawyer’s constant presence within the community they represent. The quintessential community lawyer lives within the community where she represents clients and understands the legal and social issues on an intimate level. Geographic proximity provides community knowledge, access to social capital, and accessibility so that the lawyer can be responsive to the client’s needs. Community lawyering theory currently does not address how the lawyer can mitigate the geographic distance of the lawyer and the client. The physical distance between the Social Enterprise Clinic and the Cooperative has complicated the representation. Given the traffic in the San Francisco Bay Area, it takes about five hours round trip to drive ninety miles to the Salinas Valley. However, there are few legal offices, and no law schools, located within the Salinas Valley.

There remains no local viable alternative to the Cooperative engaging the clinic on this research intensive, multidimensional, long-term pro bono representation. For these reasons, I decided that the Social Enterprise Clinic could not let the geographic distance keep us from working with this incredible entity client. To mitigate the depth of understanding and connection loss given the geographic distance, the clinic has committed to regular phone and Zoom conversations with the primary client representative, a long-term client representation, cultivating on-the-ground strategic partnerships, and participating in regular in-person visits interacting with various client constituents.

Digital technologies have dramatically impacted social interactions and, thus, many clients have definitions of community and connectivity not contemplated in the canon of community lawyering. COVID-19’s disruption to legal practice provides an opportunity for community lawyers to learn how to better serve clients without physical proximity. The pandemic challenges of working remotely have forced lawyers to gain a new fluency in virtual representation that community lawyers should be applying to increase access
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to justice for low-income clients for which in-person meetings are burdensome. This would include rural clients, like the Cooperative, located in a “justice desert.”

Undoubtedly, there are insights and experiences that are not likely to be replicated without substantial physical interaction within the client’s geographic location. For instance, it was during our in-person visits to the Salinas Valley that the impact of racism and xenophobia became overwhelmingly clear in explaining why the Cooperative had an unsafe private water system for so many years. The disadvantaged communities we spoke with experiencing water insecurity were overwhelmingly Latino communities located adjacent to historically white incorporated neighborhoods. Making an analytical connection is distinct from witnessing the effects on communities of color because experiencing it brings another level of saliency to the issues. Thus, digital technologies are not likely to recreate knowledge pertaining to living in a community with low-income, marginalized clients.

However, regular communication and collaboration with strategic partners outside of specific client relationships further helps bridge the geographic distance between the lawyer and client. Many transactional community lawyers rely on digital technology to bridge geographic distances because it is what most business clients already use. Therefore, transactional community lawyers can significantly contribute to an evolved community lawyering theory integrating digital technologies and an expanded definition of community.

CONCLUSION

Transactional lawyers have a critical role to play in harnessing private ordering expertise to assist in marginalized community power building, as well as individual access to financial security. Unfortunately, community lawyering theory, the dominant model for social change lawyering, largely ignores transactional lawyering in its construction and analysis. Given this current gap in theory and praxis, this Article demonstrates the need to recognize “transactional community lawyering”—the intentional incorporation of community lawyering tenets in the representation of entity and enterprise clients. The emergence of social enterprise lawyering, drastic expansion of pro bono business law programs, and institutionalization of business law clinics are
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current sites of antipoverty transactional lawyering that would benefit from community lawyering theory. However, antipoverty transactional lawyers need a social change lawyering theory that speaks to the nuances of transactional representation.

While business law clinicians are pioneering transactional community lawyering models, to be transformative, transactional community lawyering cannot be siloed within a few clinical programs. Professor López’s groundbreaking interventions into poverty lawyering in the 1990s centered on acknowledgment of clients as real individuals instead of as tropes, examining the limitations of traditional lawyering, and then investigating the relationship between the two to envision a more equitable reality. This Article adapts this approach in the context of transactional lawyering to acknowledge the uniqueness of entity client representation, examine antipoverty transactional representation, and prescribe necessary advancements for community lawyering theory to be accessible to transactional lawyers.

Community lawyering theory emerged in the 1990s and is informed by nearly thirty years of reflections upon regnant lawyering\textsuperscript{356} in litigation and advocacy settings. Transactional lawyering for economic justice efforts need not experience thirty years of regnant transactional lawyering in low-income communities before learning to adapt community lawyering theory to transactional practices. To advance social change through transactional representation, theorists need to evolve community lawyering to explicitly address transactional lawyers. Examining antisubordination transactional lawyering also demonstrates the need for community lawyering theory to incorporate structural competence to address systemic inequities, strategic partnership building to supplement the lawyer’s subject-matter expertise, and digital technologies to minimize geographic distance. Not only could transactional community lawyering immediately improve social enterprise lawyering, pro bono business lawyering, and business law clinic pedagogy but it would also communicate to future cohorts of socially conscious transactional lawyers that they have a place in advancing economic and racial justice in low-income communities, which is desperately needed.
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